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Visitors to the long-awaited Sky Castle display can get a unique view of the Stratford City Hall if they choose to. Sky Castle was delayed in arriving but has joined the other 'Lights
On' displays around Stratford and will be available for viewing until January 28 when the exhibit closes. For more photos of the displays, turn to pages 16 and 17.

Mathieson not seeking re-election after nearly
three-decade run in Stratford politics

Mayor cites desire for new voice behind decision to step away in November
SPENCER SEYMOUR
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

After almost three decades at
City Hall, first as a Councillor
before being elected Mayor, Dan
Mathieson will not be on the ballot when Stratford residents go to
the polls this year.
Mathieson, who is currently
serving his fifth term as the Mayor of Stratford, announced on December 29th that he won’t run for
a sixth term in this year’s election.

In an interview with the Times,
Mathieson said that this was the
right time for new leaders to take
the reins.
“Whenever you start heading
towards an election, you start
thinking about what’s on the
horizon,” said Mathieson. “What
do the next four years look like?
When I see that the City is going
to update its official plan through
a public process in 2022 and a new
Council will have to ratify and enact it, I thought ‘you know what,

maybe it’s time for someone who
isn’t just committed to one term
but can offer a longer-term commitment’.”
In 1995, Mathieson was elected
to Council and served two terms
before throwing his hat in the
Mayoral ring in 2003. When he
first ran for public office, Mathieson said he wanted to bring new
ideas to City Council.
“As a 23-year-old, I had ideas of
bringing a younger voice to the table. I wanted to represent the next

generation of families.” Mathieson added that he’s learned a great
deal from the experience of serving in municipal politics, namely
the need to collaborate “not only
with senior levels of government,
but also with fellow municipal
governments, community organizations, and not-for-profits.”
When asked if he feels he’s done
what he set out to do, Mathieson
said “I do, but it’s not that I accomplished those things, You start
with an idea, which changes over

time. They morph into broader
initiatives or take on alterations
different from how you originally
thought they would happen.”
“Over time, you realize you’re
part of a bigger picture. You
bring your ideas to the table and
they get debated, shaped, and
changed. Ultimately, you end up
with something that maybe isn’t
exactly what you imagined, but
it represents the community’s interests.”
CONTINUED TO PAGE 2
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Pettapiece announces peopleCare redevelopment

The Government of Ontario approved the long-awaited proposal
to rebuild peopleCare Stratford,
which will create a brand-new,
160-bed long-term care facility
in Stratford.
In a virtual announcement
today, Rod Phillips, Minister
of Long-Term Care, shared the
news along with Perth-Wellington MPP Randy Pettapiece,
Stratford Mayor Dan Mathieson,
and peopleCare Chairman and
CEO Brent Gingerich. Megan
Allen-Lamb, President of peopleCare, also attended along with
other company officials.
“Because this project is mov-

ing forward, many more people
who need care will get it,” said
Pettapiece. “That is why I have
been actively supporting this
proposal for well over four years
at every opportunity. This announcement is fantastic news for
seniors, their families, and the
entire community.”
He continued: “I congratulate
peopleCare on their successful
application, and I thank them for
persistently making the case to
reinvest in our area. I also want
to thank the City of Stratford,
the County of Perth, Huron Perth
Healthcare Alliance, Huron Perth
& Area Ontario Health Team,

and all those who supported it.”
Gingerich underlined his organization’s commitment to
the community: “peopleCare is
thrilled to have the opportunity to renew our long-standing

commitment to delivering quality care and creating exceptional
experiences for seniors and their
families in Stratford,” he said.
“We look forward to working in partnership to get shovels

...Mathieson not seeking re-election
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Continued from FRONT
It goes without saying
that Stratford looks different today than it did when
Mathieson
participated
in his first Council meeting in 1995. According to
Mathieson, a document
brought forward during his
first term was the basis for
many of the developments
that have taken place in the
City during his tenure.
“I look at 1997 when for-

in the ground on this exciting
project as quickly as possible, so
we can bring more care to local
seniors in the heart of this community they love,” added Allen-Lamb.
Pettapiece has been supporting
peopleCare’s push to redevelop
since 2017. He wrote multiple
letters to successive long-term
care ministers while serving in
opposition and in government.
He has spoken in the legislature
about the project, and met many
times with peopleCare officials,
ministry staff, and the ministers
themselves.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 12

“There are so many levers involved
mer councillors Mike Jorna and Kathy
Rae started the City’s strategic plan in a pandemic response. There are ecocalled 2010 and Beyond. That was a nomic challenges for a city that relies
community blueprint for where the citi- on tourism for so much of its economy.
zens and Council thought the City should Even when that revenue isn’t coming in,
be by 2010. I see that as an incredibly the bills still have to get paid. There’s the
strong document that talked about social mental health fallout. I don’t think there’s
development, educational development, anyone who, at some point over the last
community facilities and services devel- two years, hasn’t been stressed, frustratopment, and economic development.”
ed, concerned, or depressed. And then
Mathieson explained how it was this you have the community response. What
plan that led Council to open the Wright you can do within your jurisdiction to
Business Park which brought in substan- make the social or economic issues bettial foreign direct investment, primar- ter for your residents?”
ily from Japan. He also pointed to the
Despite the announcement, the Mayor
Stratford Rotary Complex, completed in isn’t looking past the final few months
2006, and the Agriplex that became part of his Mayoral run. When asked what’s
of the facility, as an example of a com- next, Mathieson told the Times, “There’s
munity initiative encompassing recre- lots of pandemic work to be done. There’s
ation and social development and created lots of community work to be done.
a recreation hub in Stratford. Additional- There’s a budget to finish. It’s business
ly, the City’s completion of the Univer- as usual or as close to usual as possible
sity of Waterloo campus in 2010 was a and it requires a lot of focus and work.
I have lots of energy left
landmark achievement
to see that through.”
for local educational deAs mentioned, one
velopment.
of the main reasons
The outgoing Mayor
Mathieson is stepping
also made note of the
aside is to make room for
various transit developnew leaders to emerge.
ments the City has seen,
Mathieson said, when
including the Stratprompted what he would
ford Transit system and
say to someone getting
Cooper Terminal, Perth
into municipal politics,
County Connect, and
“Listen lots. Look outGO Transit’s new trial
train program. And of
side at best practices.
course, one of the biggest
See what’s going on in
elements of Stratford’s
the world around you
character is its arts and
and understand the dyDAN MATHIESON
culture sector, which has
namic of our commuseen the redevelopments
nity. There are lots of
of the Tom Patterson Theatre, Festival organizations, not-for-profits, regional,
Theatre, Avon Theatre, and Studio The- provincial, and federal organizations,
atre, along with programs like Stratford and talent within our community, that
Summer Music, LightsOn Stratford, and can help us work through just about anySpring Works that have helped grow and thing if we work collaboratively.”
enhance the Stratford arts and culture
Through everything Mathieson has
sector.
seen and done since stepping into City
As much as he has faced during his Hall in 1995, it’s been the other Counciltenure, it’s the last two years that have lors, municipal employees, and citizens
provided his biggest challenge yet. The who’ve made this journey as successful
Mayor’s chair gave Mathieson a unique personally as it has been professionally.
viewpoint to the COVID-19 pandem- “What I’ve enjoyed most,” said Mathieic, during which the Mayor says no two son, “is the number of caring people that
I’ve had the chance to work with.”
days have been the same.
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Residents working hard to protect City’s heritage
SPENCER SEYMOUR
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

What started as a group of
residents living in the Hamlet
Ward is now a rapidly-growing
city-wide citizen campaign to
obtain heritage designations for
their areas to ensure all residential developments don’t compromise Stratford’s rich heritage.
Richard Wood is one of the
driving forces of the movement
and, according to him, the group
was hearing various heritage
concerns around the City before
the Chancery Developments
housing project on Ontario
Street became one of the major
focal points. They believe that
the Chancery Developments
housing project is “incompatible with the heritage quality”
of Ontario Street and the surrounding neighbourhoods due
to the proposed height of the
project and the fact it would
change the city’s Official Plan
to re-designate the location as
a high-density residential area.
Several existing buildings
would be torn down rather than
redeveloped and incorporated
into the development, which
proposed two, three-and-ahalf storey stacked townhouse
buildings on the block between
Queen Street and Trow Avenue
that also includes the former
Golden Bamboo restaurant.
The group says that the way the
project has been approved allows for the developer to build
and manage the project differently from what was proposed
to the City Council. They also
feel that the City Council has
been more receptive to the desires of the developer than the
concerns of the citizens.
One thing that every member

STACKED TOWNHOUSES

PROPOSED IDEA

(SOSSTRATFORD.COM PHOTO)

The two existing homes seen in this illustration are solid red brick; the old Bamboo Restaurant on the corner
can be restored to its original state. All buildings can be converted to multi-unit dwellings.

of the group has been quick to
emphasize is that they understand why someone may think,
at first glance, that they’re simply displaying NIMBYism, or
that they may be against some
of the goals that the City believes this development will
meet. “We understand that
some people need extra accessibility provisions and we support that,” Wood said, “We support housing options for people
struggling to afford good housing. We just want to protect ourselves from the destruction of a
non-renewable resource which
is heritage.”
“We’re not against that a development was presented and
allowed to move forward, we’re
against how this development
has been presented and allowed
to move forward. We feel less
trust in our elected officials
due to the free range this project has been given with so little
consideration for heritage concerns and not much in the way
of proof that this project will be
accessible or affordable.”
What you’ll find with everyone involved with this group is
that they all approach this is-

The plan is for two 3 1/2 storey condominiums.

sue with strong passion, which
grows from a deep love for the
City of Stratford. They don’t
have exorbitant financial resources or elite-level influence.
This group is made up of a number of regular people, concerned
that their voices won’t be heard
and thus, the heritage and history that was one of the main reasons for them to stay in or move
to Stratford will be sacrificed.
“What this really means,” said
Wood, “is that we, the citizens,
begin exercising some control
over developments in historically meaningful heritage areas. If
a developer wants to tear down
a building that carries some heritage significance, they should
first justify it, and if indeed it is
reasonable to demolish the existing building, the development
that takes its place should suit
the area.”
One such person who moved
to Stratford in large part because
of the historical character of the
City is Barbara Shaughnessy.
She said that she knows several people who, like her, visited
Stratford and was in awe of the
history and heritage-inspired
character that the City has. She

also brings a unique perspective
to the group as she has served on
municipal and regional councils
in the past and has experience
with what happens in the longterm if developers are given too
much leeway.
“I came here, and others came
here, because of the uniqueness
of Stratford. It offers this beautiful history and has a wonderful
arts and culture side,” Shaughnessy said. “If you didn’t have
that character, people wouldn’t
be clamouring to come here.
We’re not saying ‘no’ to development, we’ll happily work with
you, but you’ve got to work with
us as well. But if a project that
infringes on a location’s heritage and historical significance
can happen on Ontario Street, it
can happen anywhere.”
Robert Ritz is a member of the
group who created some preliminary architectural drawings of
the land that the group believes
would
accommodate
accessible
and affordable

(SOSSTRATFORD.COM PHOTO)
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housing units and satisfy the developer’s needs while not compromising the heritage of the
area. However, they say their
ideas for different ways the project could move forward haven’t
been seriously considered by the
developer or the City.
The group also notes that they
have begun pursuing an appeal
to the Ontario Land Tribunal
(OLT). Caroline Annandale, another member of the group, said
that the residents were forced to
appeal to the OLT after attempts
at free mediation with the City
and the developers led nowhere.
She also reinforced what many
members of the group believe
in that if the project does proceed as it currently is presented,
the High-Density Residential
Area re-designation issue could
spread across the city.
“If this developer's request to
re-designate a low-density residential property to High-Density Residential Area is stopped,”
said Annandale, “this will be a
significant win for our special
city. If it is allowed to proceed, it
could open a floodgate for similar development applications
and Stratford will no longer be
Stratford. For this reason, we
feel that an appeal at OLT is absolutely necessary.”
If you would like to learn more
about the group and some of its
members, what they’re working
to achieve, and how you can get
involved and support the OLT
appeal, go to hamletwardhcd.
com or sosstratford.com.
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Editorial

Time is now to begin forging our future
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Dan Mathieson has been the voice of Stratford for
nearly three decades as the city’s mayor or a member
of city council. That’s a long time for any one person
to be the most recognizable decision maker for a city.
Put another way, Mathieson has been the face most
people have associated with municipal politics in our
city for nearly 10,000 days.
When he took the opportunity to inform the public
that he would not be seeking another term in the mayor’s chair in 2022’s municipal elections, it’s a safe bet
there were two thoughts among the voters in our city:
has it really been nearly 30 years for Mathieson in politics, and who’s next.
It’s the second question we need to begin pondering
in earnest.
Once the news came out, the Times began to unofficially poll the community as to not who but what our
next mayor should be. Specifically, the traits they need
to possess that will help to lead and sustain Stratford
into the future.
The list generated by our unofficial poll featured, but
was not limited to, the following qualities: smart, progressive, prudent, decisive, assertive, forward-thinking, a good communicator, trustworthy, friendly, and
connected throughout the community.
Our new voice should be one who is willing to push
to get things done. That means taking on projects like
moving the Cooper site project forward, expanding

social programs to better cover those who need them,
and finding responsible ways to manage Stratford’s
debt load. Dealing with a post-COVID world is a given for any elected official, but doing so in Stratford
will require someone who has a firm grasp on the
needs of a growing business sector that needs bodies
to fill jobs but also understands that the city is quickly
becoming a tough place to afford to live in.
What should matter is that we elect someone who
speaks for all of us on the things that matter the most
to all and not just some. We need a mayor and council who is willing to be okay with making uncomfortable decisions because it’s what we need, not what we
want at that moment. As multiple contributors to our
poll put it, we need people representing us who aren’t
afraid to blow up the status quo when it needs to be
done.
Mathieson held his office for as long as he did because he is a savvy politician who knows how to read
a room and which battles to pick in order to come out
ahead. That’s not a knock against him, but in selecting
his replacement we may need to think about just how
politically savvy we want that person to be. Someone
who is a skilled communicator with a willingness to
learn from those who elected them might be what this
city needs to move forward.
Sure, this gets asked every time an election gets
held, but it bears asking again: what kind of city do
we want going forward? We have almost 10 months to
answer that question, but doing the homework to come
up with the answer begins now.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I am writing to express my concern with recent changes to the rail schedule in Stratford. For those commuters
who need to arrive in Toronto early, the 6:43 a.m. GO
train which arrives in Union Station at 9:13 in an ideal
alternative to driving.
The challenges lies with the VIA train which formerly
left Stratford at 8:35 a.m. with a return from Union
Station at 5:40. The new schedule has the train leaving at
11:16 arriving at 1:58 and the return at 5:40 as previously
scheduled. The 8:35 train allowed travellers an abundance
of opportunities: attending matinee performances, visits
with family and friends, or appointments with medical

specialists, and shopping, not to mention much more
timely connections to Pearson International Airport.
Train travel affords passengers safety, an alternative to
the traffic clogged 401 and exorbitant parking fees in Toronto. Equally important is the reduction in carbon emissions produced by car travel.
Southern Ontario is home to over 13 million people.
Well-timed, coordinated rail service will allow residents
the opportunity to avoid car travel and all its attendant
problems. The city of Stratford, like myriad other small
cities, desperately needs access to dependable and timely
rail travel.
Marg Thompson

STRATFORD TIMES
Guiding Principles

1. Everyone has a story
2. The news should be free for all to enjoy
3. Good news beats bad news
4. A Newspaper should be a community effort (contribute to your local paper!)
5. Newspapers document history
6. Newspapers strengthen communities
7. Advertisers, big or small, should profit from their ads (meaning sensible ad rates)
8. Newspapers should be locally-owned and operated
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'Stratford needs homeless shelter - now

Dear Editor,
There is no denying the homeless situation in our city is on the rise. It only
takes a short walk through the city core
to see men with shopping carts and girls
huddled under old blankets.
I often hear comments such as “Well
it’s their own fault, drugs, booze, poor
choices and they should get a job like the
rest of us.”
While there may be some truth in these
statements it isn’t accurate. These people
started out just like you and I but somewhere along the road they ran into problems or sickness which landed them on
the street.
Many homeless people suffer from
mental illness, also there is an argument
that addiction is an illness. It is often the
case that people use drugs and alcohol as

a means to self-medicate an undiagnosed
condition.
Most of us have lost a loved one to cancer or heart disease etc.
Imagine for one moment that they had
to sleep over a sewer grate or in the bushes. What???
There would be public outrage!
If a dog was left out all night on these
cold nights ... the Animal shelter {that’s
right animals have an overnight shelter}
would be getting calls of indignation and
the owner would have to go into hiding from the lashing he would receive
non-social media.
So, why ... why ... why ... are we allowing our friends and neighbours who are
sick to live on the street?
This can’t be okay! They are human
beings, unwell human beings.

At the time of writing this it is very
cold, imagine sleeping outside ... I can’t
actually.
I remember the good Samaritan story
taught in Sunday school, Jesus tells us
to help that person on the road who is in
need. It’s not enough to just read the story we must act on it, wasn’t that the point
of learning it.
It is easy to say the government should
do something and keep walking right
on by looking the other way. But aren’t
we the government in ways? We elected
them, they are paid with our tax money
... so they are we and we are they, as are
those folks living on the street. We are
one.
The problem is only going to get worse
with rents skyrocketing and our “me
first” world that we seem to find ourselves in these days, lack of personal
connection and loneliness creating more
and more addiction.
There are some agencies trying to offer help which is wonderful but it is not
enough. We need an overnight shelter.
These people should not be frowned
upon they should have medical attention
and a safe place to sleep.
If the city would propose an idea or a

place I am sure that the good people of
Stratford would help by fundraising and
volunteering. I’m definitely in!
In the meantime if you can spare some
gloves or a sandwich for that someone
and if you can’t, give a friendly nod or a
smile. It might be the thing that turns that
person’s life around.
I am reminded of a song by Phil Collins ... Tonight when I am cozy and
warm watching Netflix I will think of his
words.
She calls out to the man on the street
"Sir, can you help me?
It's cold and I've nowhere to sleep
Is there somewhere you can tell me?"
He walks on, doesn't look back
He pretends he can't hear her
Starts to whistle as he crosses the street
Seems embarrassed to be there
Oh, think twice, 'CAUSE IT’S JUST
ANOTHER DAY FOR YOU AND ME IN
PARADISE.
To our council I understand that this
problem is multifaceted and difficult, but
I beg of you to remember these suffering
people, they are someone’s kids, brothers
and sisters. Please help.
April Taylor

New relief grants
announced for businesses
impacted by Omicron
public health measures
FROM THE HEART

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS)

Ruth Kneider was joined by daughters Morgan Kneider Patterson, Jillian Chambers and
Katey Kneider in handing out the boxes at The Local during the To Stratford With Love
event back before Christmas, while Ruth and Richard Kneider show off some of the boxes waiting to go out.

The Ontario government is providing
targeted relief for businesses impacted by
the current public health measures aimed
at blunting the spread of the Omicron variant. As part of this plan, the government
is introducing a $10,000 grant for eligible
businesses that are subject to closures under the modified Step Two of the Roadmap to Reopen and is providing additional
electricity-rate relief for businesses.
The Ontario COVID-19 Small Business
Relief Grant for small businesses will provide eligible small businesses with a grant
payment of $10,000.
Eligible small businesses include:
- Restaurants and bars;
- Facilities for indoor sports and recreational fitness activities (including fitness
centres and gyms);
- Performing arts and cinemas;
- Museums, galleries, aquariums, zoos,
science centres, landmarks, historic sites,
botanical gardens and similar attractions;
- Meeting or event spaces;
- Tour and guide services;
- Conference centres and convention
centres;
- Driving instruction for individuals;
and
- Before- and after- school programs.

Eligible businesses that qualified for the
Ontario Small Business Support Grant
and that are subject to closure under modified Step Two of the Roadmap to Reopen
will be pre-screened to verify eligibility and will not need to apply to the new
program. Newly established and newly
eligible small businesses will need to apply once the application portal opens in
the coming weeks. Small businesses that
qualify can expect to receive their payment in February.
The Ontario government is also providing electricity-rate relief to support small
businesses, as well as workers and families spending more time at home while
the province is in Modified Step Two. For
21 days starting at 12:01 am on Tuesday,
January 18, 2022, electricity prices will be
set 24 hours a day at the current off-peak
rate of 8.2 cents per kilowatt-hour, which
is less than half the cost of the current onpeak rate. The off-peak rate will apply
automatically to residential, small businesses and farms who pay regulated rates
set by the Ontario Energy Board and get a
bill from a utility and will benefit customers on both Time-of-Use and Tiered rate
plans.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 7
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‘Faces of Homelessness’ event leads into
February fundraiser

Stratford Times Editor

Leah Denbok has made a name for herself using her camera to capture the world
as she sees it. The view from her lenses has
taken her to places like New York, Brisbane, Toronto, Washington, D.C., and Los
Angeles.
She normally sees the beautiful people
wearing beautiful things. Being a fashion
photographer, she gets to see people looking their best.
And she gets to see people like Kathryn.
Not many other people have had that opportunity – at least, not like this. Kathryn
is a homeless woman that Denbok has photographed, one of many that she and her
father, Tim, have taken pictures of to help
put a human face on homelessness.
“After I had finished photographing
Kathryn, she grabbed my dad’s hand and
said, ‘Thank you so much for doing this.
Most people just ignore me.’,” she said. “On
another occasion, while I was photographing a person experiencing homelessness,
a friend of his, who was also homeless,
walked up to us and told my dad and I that
he hadn’t eaten in days. Before we could
respond, the person whom we were photographing reached into his pocket and gave
him the little he had for his friend to get
a meal. The most striking and understated
thing I’ve noticed about people experiencing homelessness is that, though they may
be poor when it comes to material possessions, they are often surprisingly rich with
regard to moral virtues, such as humility,
gratitude, generosity, unpretentiousness,

courage, friendliness, and honesty.”
In short, they are out there and we just
need to see them.
Denbok will get the chance to spread that
message as the keynote speaker for ‘Faces
of Homelessness’ on Thursday, Jan. 27.
The 90-minute event, a lead-in to February’s ‘Coldest Night of the Year’ fundraiser for the United Way, will include a talk
from Denbok as well as a preview of the
documentary film ‘Us & Them’ by filmmakers Krista Loughton and Jennifer Abbott. For Denbok, who’s fourth book called
Nowhere to Call Home, this is a chance to
continue to drive home the message that
homelessness is not an issue confined to
large urban centres.
“The goals that
my dad and I set for
ourselves when we
began this project
in 2015 were simply
to humanize people
experiencing homelessness and shine a
spotlight on their plight,” she said. “We’ve
never deviated from this plan because we
believe that one of the main reasons so
many of us are indifferent to people experiencing homelessness is that we have dehumanized them, or deprived them of human qualities. We’ve done this by adopting
an ‘us/them mentality, but there’s no basis
for this … it’s this mentality that I hope to
counteract with my photos and stories.”
In addition to Denbok’s talk and a
screening of the movie, a panel discussion
on housing and homelessness moderated by Beth Blowes will be featured. This
event came from a pair of conversations,

according to Perth-Huron United Way Executive Director Ryan Erb.
“First, a cross-sectional group of police,
social service workers, business people
and some others, gathered a few times in
the fall to review information on the housing crisis, and in the course of their conversations, concerns about NYBISM (not
in my back yard) were identified as a challenge to increasing affordable and attainable housing,” he said. “Second, in more
than one of our Community Committees
(Goderich and Exeter) where homelessness
is the main priority, members were asking
for a way to increase public awareness of
homelessness and improve public perception/understanding
of the homelessness.
This issue is substantive – on the development side, for example, even regular
rental developments
are being opposed by neighbours. As well,
few people really understand why someone becomes homeless or how challenging
it can be to move on from it.”
Erb said that whatever comes up from
‘Faces of Homelessness’ is intended to be
the beginning of some difficult conversations about this topic and the genesis for
changes that are necessary. There should
be no level of society that goes untouched
by this topic, as its effects range top to
bottom on the social and socio-economic
scale.
“Changes needed include an acceptance that is not the fault of the person
experiencing homelessness, that they are

homeless,” he said. “We must bear responsibility collectively as a community for the
social conditions that cause homelessness.
Almost every person who becomes homeless has experienced some significant trauma in their life. At the root of much of it is
income inequality. We also have to accept
that in order to house everyone – including
our children and the newcomers we need
to fill jobs in the region, that density is a
must. We cannot have fights against housing that isn’t single detached.”
Erb said that both ‘Faces’ and ‘Coldest
Night’ are events that will hopefully bring
the issue of homelessness into the social
consciousness for more than just a few
nights out of the year. Denbok knows that
this issue doesn’t recognize dates on a calendar, but it feels empathy and compassion
almost the same way it does a warm blanket and a hot meal.
“Without a doubt the person who has
made the biggest impression on me is a
young woman named Lucy – she’s on the
cover of my first book,” she said. “When
I met her and her boyfriend, Rhylie, they
were addicted to drugs and on a downward
spiral. They credit the fact that I put her
on the cover of my book with helping to
save their lives. Since then, they’ve turned
their lives around and are now living in an
apartment.”
Erb said that a follow-up educational
campaign is in the works to help sustain
momentum from ‘Faces’. Anyone wanting
to register for the event can contact Lauren
Thomson at the Perth-Huron United Way
by calling (519) 271-7730 or by email at
lthomson@perthhuron.unitedway.ca.

to services for those experiencing homelessness while providing basic needs,” he
said. “I’m sure there are capacity limits for
the Centre but I’m unsure about those numbers. Secondary services available include
mental health assistance, addictions counselling, legal and document readiness, and
others.”
The help won’t end there, as more programs are available that run through the
Centre. Alex Burgess, manager of Ontario
Works for the City of Stratford, said a street
outreach program operated by Choices for
Change is also run out of the Centre, building on programs already run by the City.
“The program will connect individuals sleeping rough with services and work
alongside the City’s outreach team to support individuals currently living in the
community,” he said.
Burgess said that Stratford defines homelessness as “the situation of an individual,
family or community without stable, safe,
permanent, appropriate housing, or the
immediate prospect, means and ability
of acquiring it. It is the result of systemic or societal barriers, a lack of affordable
and appropriate housing, the individual/
household’s financial, mental, cognitive,
behavioural or physical challenges, and/or
racism and discrimination. Most people do
not choose to be homeless, and the experi-

ence is generally negative, unpleasant, unhealthy, unsafe, stressful and distressing.”
Adding that Stratford finds itself in the second half of its Housing and Homelessness
Plan, those who find themselves identifying
with this definition of homelessness don’t
always fit in exactly as outlined.
“Through our experience, persons experiencing homelessness are not doing so by
choice – some may choose to sleep rough
as opposed to accessing formal supports,
and some may also prefer the rules of living rough or couch surfing with friends,
then what is expected when housed” he
said. “But I have yet to meet someone who
would rather be homeless than housed. As
for reasons for homelessness, it varies. A lot
of times its due to a relationship breakdown
or the inability to afford their place. Sometimes, it is the complex trauma they have
experienced that makes it difficult to maintain their housing for a variety of reasons.
Mental health and addictions play a large
part in this, but they are not the sole reason.
It really varies and is quite personal to the
individual experiencing homelessness as to
what lead them to their current situation.”
Homelessness has become more prevalent across Ontario in the last decade, and
the COVID-19 pandemic has only drawn
more attention to this because the more
casual options people would seek became

scarce or non-existent.
“Additionally, mental health and addictions have been exacerbated throughout
our society due to the pandemic and this
includes individuals experiencing homelessness as well,” Burgess said. “With limited access to resources, inability to maintain appointments and the difficult cycles
of addiction and untreated mental illness,
the problems exacerbate the individuals
experience of homelessness. We have seen
numbers increase over the past five years
as the lack of affordable housing options
has decreased, as the cost of rents have
increased and as less and less apartments
become available. The stagnation of social
assistance rates, amongst the man other issues, have compounded the homelessness
concerns across our community.”
Choice for Change is an alcohol, drug
and gambling counselling centre that is an
incorporated charitable organization governed by a volunteer board. Their services
are currently provided throughout Perth
and Huron counties. And with Connections
Stratford now on its feet, the United Way
is focusing on raising funds to help with
its operations. Anyone seeking to help the
Centre with offers of food. Comfort kits
and more can contact Connections Stratford coordinator Tanya Hefkey by calling
(519) 271-6730.

Connections Stratford offers options, assistance and opportunities

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Call it an early Christmas gift to those
who most needed it if you want, but with
Connections Stratford opening in the city
prior to the holidays it serves as a bridge to
those in desperate and dire situations to a
better place.
The centre, which currently calls St.
Paul’s Anglican Church home, helps those
who are experiencing homelessness a
means to find a place to live while giving
them temporary relief from the elements.
Program staff includes housing stability
workers (HSWs) and peer outreach workers
(POWs); the first works with participants on
housing searches, applications for housing,
connections with landlords and move-in
readiness, while the latter assist in helping
people obtain personal documents needed
to get jobs and a roof over their head. The
POWs are staff who have real experience
with homelessness, having rebuilt their
lives – their goal is to focus on supporting
individuals in Stratford who currently find
themselves in that situation.
Ryan Erb, the executive director of the
Perth-Huron United Way, said this fills
a need that was more serious than some
would have believed.
“The main need was to consolidate access
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United Way, Shelterlink team up for
second annual CNOY event

United Way Perth-Huron (UWPH) and
Stratford/Perth Shelterlink are encouraging Stratford residents to bundle up
and raise money for the Coldest Night of
the Year (CNOY) walk, a family-friendly winter fundraising event for individuals in Stratford and area experiencing
homelessness, hunger and hurt.
“We’re very excited to have UWPH
and Shelterlink team up on the Stratford CNOY event again this year,” said
UWPH Stratford Community Committee Chair and Shelterlink Board President Martin Ritsma. “This is about two
great organizations coming together
with a common goal of addressing homelessness locally. UWPH’s focus during
CNOY this year is fundraising for the
soon-to-open Stratford Connection Centre. It’s critical to nurture and grow these
kind of supports for those who need it
most and CNOY will play an important

role in our efforts.”
“We are thrilled to partner with UWPH
again this year,” said Shelterlink Executive Director Joanna Parker. “The number of youth accessing shelter services
is growing. Thanks to support from this
amazing community through events
like CNOY we are able to provide a safe
and supportive environment to vulnerable youth. We invite everyone to gather
friends, colleagues and family and help
us work toward ending youth homelessness.”
By walking, participants will better
understand the experience of being on
the streets during a cold Canadian winter
while raising funds to aid UWPH’s local
work on the new Stratford Connection
Centre (SCC). The SCC will provide a
safe place for vulnerable people, including access to basic needs, social ties and
connections with allies and supports.

Funds raised during CNOY also allow
Shelterlink to continue supporting vulnerable local youth through their programs and services.
This year’s Stratford walk includes a
COVID-safe, outdoor event on Saturday,
February 26, 2022 and a virtual option to
walk any time, any distance during the
month of February. The in-person walk
opening ceremonies begin at 4:30 p.m.
and the walk starts at 5 p.m. with a route
around the Avon River. Walkers can
choose to complete one or two circuits
around the river. All participants raising
over $150 — $75 for youth — receive
CNOY toques. To register as an individual or team, visit cnoy.org.
This is UWPH’s second year as a partner with Shelterlink in CNOY, with a goal
of raising $126,000. Last year, 234 walkers, 49 teams and 1,322 donors raised a
record-breaking total of $104,247.

About Stratford/Perth Shelterlink
Stratford/Perth Shelterlink is a Housing First shelter providing Perth County
youth ages 16–24, who are homeless or at
risk of becoming homeless, with shelter,
basic needs, support, community aid and
advocacy services. For more information
visit shelterlink.org or call 519-272-2294.
About United Way Perth-Huron
United Way Perth Huron is a 100%
local organization working community
by community to address #UNIGNORABLE issues such as poverty, mental
health and homelessness across our region. Thanks to United Way and its’ supporters, over 37,000 of the most vulnerable in Perth-Huron have a chance for a
brighter future. To show your #LocalLove by donating or volunteering, call
519-271-7730 or 1-877-818-8867, mail to
32 Erie Street, Stratford, ON N5A 2M4
or visit perthhuron.unitedway.ca.

Chamber takes support role for local hospitality industry
List aimed at keeping eateries afloat amid latest wave of restrictions
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

In an attempt to do more, the Stratford
and Area Chamber of Commerce has come
up with a new list to help promote local
restaurants during this latest round of pandemic restrictions.
The ‘Support Our Local Hospitality
Members’ link on the Chamber’s home
page offers up a link to several eateries,
cafes and pubs that have take-out services
available during the modified Step Two of
the provincial ‘Roadmap to Reopening’
where indoor dining is prohibited. Above
the link, the Chambers asks that you place
your order and then follow and promote the
businesses to help support them.
“The idea came together quickly – we
have businesses that are facing difficult
times and it is in all of our interest to assist them,” Chamber general manager Ed-

die Matthews said. “The Chamber has put
together the list of restaurants to help get
their names out there and let people know
they’re still open for business. We’ve done a
social media campaign to assist with that.”
Given what the city’s hospitality industry
has gone through in the almost two years of
the pandemic, Matthews said the problem
hasn’t really subsided and that people need
to keep that in mind.
“Many restaurants and those in the
hospitality sector have suffered greatly
throughout this crisis and continue to face
unprecedented cash flow constraints and
uncertainty,” he said. “We hope that the
provincial government will do a number of
things to help small businesses, such as extend the Small Business Support Grant for
a third round, work with the federal government to increase rental subsidies similar
to the enhanced Ontario-Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance Program

for businesses directly or indirectly impacted by public health restrictions, and allow businesses to access rebates for property taxes and utilities, accompanied by
rapid disbursements for eligible business
expenses.”
Ontario’s Ford government recently announced it will be providing targeted relief
for these businesses by giving them access
to a $10,000 grant, but so far that is the only
program that Matthews has heard of that’s
offering substantive help. The Chamber
has done its part and will continue to do
what it can to help lessen the squeeze this
sector is feeling.
“We’ve done a shop local campaign in
newspapers and on social media and radio, and we’ve also been doing profiles on
different business owners, showing what
they’ve been going through at this time,”
he said. “It’s hard to judge how many hospitality-based businesses we could lose,

but thankfully I’ve only heard of a couple
of businesses who’ve closed their doors.”
Matthews added that other areas are
feeling the sting of these latest restrictions,
as well-attended events like Soups On and
Heartburn Day have been shelved for this
year because of them. They’re keeping an
eye on future events, but so far Matthews
hasn’t had to make any more tough calls.
“The events for January have been
scrubbed, but things like the Business
Excellence Awards gala and our golf tournament, along with our Business After 5
networking events are still going ahead as
planned – we have our fingers crossed,” he
said.
Visit www.stratfordchamber.com to find
the updated
hospitality
list.

(MATT HARRIS PHOTOS)

SIGNS OF THE
TIMES

The Stratford and Area
Chamber of Commerce has
a list of several restaurants,
bars and cafes on their
website, helping to promote
their take-out options during
the latest round of pandemic
restrictions.

Franklin & Donna Hinz

...New relief grants announced

Continued from page 5
Further, online applications for
the previously-announced Ontario Business Costs Rebate Program will open on January 18.
This program will provide eligible businesses that are required
to close or reduce capacity with
rebate payments for up to 100 per

cent of the property tax and energy costs they incur while subject to public health measures in
response to the Omicron variant.
Eligible businesses required
to close for indoor activities,
such as restaurants and gyms,
will receive a rebate payment
equivalent to 100 per cent of

their costs. Those required to
reduce capacity to 50 per cent,
such as smaller retail stores, will
receive a rebate payment equivalent to 50 per cent of their costs.
A complete list of eligible businesses will be provided prior
to the launch of the application
portal.

The government is also improving cash flows for Ontario
businesses by providing up to
$7.5 billion through a six-month
interest- and penalty-free period starting January 1, 2022 for
Ontario businesses to make payments for most provincially administered taxes.

With
Our Thanks,
Have a
Happy &
Prosperous

2022
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From Stage to Shopkeeper and back again
Hosie pauses one dream to follow another with FAWN

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Sara-Jeanne Hosie has gone
from unpredictable to extraordinary in just a few short months.
In a world that has been turned
upside down more than once in
less than two years, Hosie has
found ways to flourish.
As the owner of the York Street
boutique FAWN, Hosie calls the
shop a safe place where clients
conquer negative beliefs about
their image and open new doors
to possibility, authenticity, and a
joy in who they are and how they
want to radiate in the world. The
idea had been percolating for a
long time, and the when the pandemic derailed her acting and
directing career, Hosie seized the
opportunity for a starring role of
another kind.
“I grew up in the theatre industry as both my parents were professional theatre artists, so I don’t
remember a time that I wasn’t in
the arts. I started working as an
actor at a very young age,” she
said. “I’ve been so fortunate to
work full time for the last 25
years as an artist. It’s so hard to
choose just one role that I have
fond memories of … there are
many. Directing came into my
life 20 years ago and I feel so at
home there. I absolutely love directing – it fits for me and I have
no intention of stopping. If I’ve
learned anything in this pandemic it’s that we have the capacity to
do and be many things. As artists, I think we feel if we aren’t
doing ‘the art’ that we aren’t artists. That is just not true. Sometimes a breath and a break from
it is what will fuel it when we
revisit. This pandemic has hurt
a lot of artists and our industry,
and many people feel like they
have lost their identity. I have so
much compassion for that and
I’m hopeful that FAWN can inspire my fellow artists to brave
something they didn’t think was
possible.”
In her words, Hosie had always
wanted her vision to be a community hub where she would be
able to bring people together.
When the space on York Street
opened up and afforded her the
chance to make her vision a reality, Hosie thrust herself into the
role with gusto.
“I expected FAWN to be a style
studio only, a place for people to
come and feel like they were at a
spa,” she said. “I wanted it to be a
place where I can help guide you
to reconnect with your authentic
self through style, and a place to
clear the cobwebs of old thoughts
and beliefs about your body and

A BEAUTY LIL’ BOUTIQUE

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Sara-Jeanne Hosie of FAWN on York Street followed her dream of opening a fashion boutique when the pandemic gave her that opportunity.
Still planning a return to the stage or the director’s chair, Hosie has big
plans for FAWN even after that happens.

your age and ‘what you can and
can’t wear’, rediscovering who
you are now. I had a growing client list of people I style for photo shoots, shop for … but what I
realized is that the business lent
itself to being a boutique as well.
I looked for inspiration and discovered that many hip places in
New York are doing micro boutiques and combining spaces,
like in a salon you can also find a
coffee shop and a clothing store.”
In creating FAWN (which
stands for Fashion Analysis
Wardrobe Needs), Hosie not
only gave life to her dream but
also to other fellow actors who
found themselves in need of their
own pivot. By sourcing many of
the products that FAWN carries
from the likes of Laura Mae Nason and Robin Calvert, Monique
Lund, Jade Repeta and Lauren
Bowler, Hosie has the space she
dreamed of in the exact manner
she had pictured.
Even as she calls her own shots
now with the boutique, Hosie still
has her sights set on returning to
tread the boards and work under
theatre lights again. The memory
of what it was like when the arts
world slammed on the breaks a
year ago is still fresh, and one she

hopes will fade once all are able
to return.
“I don’t intend on leaving acting and directing behind, but
I have hit a time in my career

CHRISTMAS DONATION

where I am ready to only do the
work that inspires or challenges
me in a new way,” she said. “At
the time when the pandemic hit
the arts I was having a blast in
previews for Kinky Boots at
Drayton, and my husband was in
rehearsals for the Stratford Festival. It was going to be a wonderful summer, as after Kinky
closed I was planning on taking
the rest of the summer off – I’ve
never taken a summer, winter, spring or fall off! It was the
matinee of opening night when
Alex Mustakas gathered us in
the green room to tell us that we
would be closing after that show.
I remember being so shocked
and also somehow believing we
would be back in a week or two.”
When a few weeks stretched
into months and the reality of her
situation sunk in, Hosie did what
workers do – she got back to it.
“I thought I can’t just sit around
and do nothing, so I started to invest in my other dream,” she said.
“The dream I never had time to
invest in because I was fortunate
to be working in the theatre full
time – that dream was FAWN.”
Even when she steps back into
her other dream job, Hosie has
no intentions of giving up on
the boutique. She’s been told repeatedly that FAWN has a good
energy about it, which in turn
feeds that dream even more.
One dream was taken away by
chance, which in turn delivered
the second.
Unpredictable first, then extraordinary.
“Everyone is telling me the

energy here is good, and that
means the world to me,” she said.
“FAWN encourages kindness – it
says for everyBODY on the door
and it’s true. And if you can’t
find what you’re looking for, let
me know and I will write it in my
Fairy FAWNmother notebook
and source it for you. There isn’t
a ‘men’s section and a ladies section’ in FAWN. I believe that if
something speaks to you and you
want to wear it, then you should.
My own line, the ‘upcycled line’
is gender-neutral for that reason.”
This dreamer has plans galore for the future of her boutique, including fashion shows,
style parties, clothing swaps and
more. Hosie hopes that as it continues along its growth trajectory, FAWN becomes more than
a brick-and-mortar place to buy
something stylish.
“The FAWN style treatments
have come at the right time, as
people are re-evaluating what
their day-to-day life looks like
and I hope I can be a part of
their journey to discovering who
they are now and how their current style resonates in that,” she
said. “I hope that we can create a
real family here and that people
will want to be a part of it – the
FAWN family. Most importantly,
I will always fight for FAWN to
be a safe space, and a place to
just come and visit, grow, share
and get inspired.”
To find out more about
what FAWN offers, you can
stop in to the shop at 13 York
Street or visit the website
www.fawnoveryou.ca.

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

M & J Contracting of Stratford donated Christmas meals to the Optimism Place Women’s Shelter and
Support Services outreach clients in late December. Owner-operator Mike Roy and his team provided
meals for nine families across the Perth County community - a total of 24 women and children.
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Minnie by Monique: Stratford’s newest jewellery
designer Monique Lund

LISA CHESTER-HANNA

Stratford Times Correspondent

Originally from PEI, Monique
Lund has called Stratford home
since 2008. She came for work
with the Stratford festival and decided to make the move permanent
after performing in Cabaret. The
talented Lund has sung, danced,
and acted through twelve seasons with the festival, as well as
workshops, readings and recordings. She first starting dancing at
the age of 7 when she started step
dancing and tap. At the age of 12
she was cast in a production of
Ann of Green Gables and discovered her love of ballet.
“I was working with these older dancers and watching them do
this thing called ballet, I didn’t
even know what it was. I said to
my mother that I don’t know what
they’re doing at the rehearsal hall,
but I need to do it,” shared Lund.
Before the pandemic hit, her last
contract was in Hamilton, cast in
a production of Hairspray at the
Theatre Aquarius, in December
2019.
“When the New Year came,
there was the rumblings of this far
away nuisance we never thought
would affect us to this degree. I
had a whole year of work lined
up for 2020; smaller, shorter contracts, though nothing big like
some with the Festival. I was of
course very disappointed but I
thought well, here you go, there’s
nothing to be done, make the best
of it,” said Lund.
Lockdown for the family, like
all others, had its ups and downs.
The Lunds tried to make the best
of it and would plan elaborately themed nights, a saving grace
for Monique. They would plan
a Greek night where they would
plan the menu, and dress up and

play Greek music, or a French Bistro night.
The next saving grace was
found in jewellery design. With
some brainstorming and the help
of a friend, Minnie by Monique
was born. Working with primarily
leather she sources as deadstock,
or scraps from leather stores, she
crafts bespoke earrings and necklaces. The metals used she finds
from upcycling pieces found in
thrift stores and the like, or newer
materials purchased for those that
prefer a more modern take.
All pieces created are unique,
hand crafted items. She does not
carry a large inventory, and will
work with a client to develop their
own vision to create a one of a
kind item. In her Etsy shop, she
has about 60 pieces for sale, but
nothing on display in her home
studio. She waits for an order to
come in and then makes it.
“I like to do it in the moment, I
like to make it and ship it off. So
my bespoke stuff, anything upcycled is truly a bespoke one of
a kind piece though sometimes
I may find something to upcycle
and can make three pairs of earrings with it so its not necessarily
bespoke but it kind of is. Leather
is sort of an organic substance, almost like a living breathing entity,
as weird as that sounds, so it will
never have this factory polish to
it,” she said.
Minnie by Monique describes
the line of jewellery, of which
there is a line called Charlotte,
named for Lund’s daughter. It is a
fine, more elevated line using 18k
gold plate and the ear wire is 22k
gold plate.
Marketing of the line is on Etsy,
and there are also two Stratford
stores that carry Minnie by Monique; the Little Green Grocery
and the new store on York St.

called Fawn, where shoppers can
find two large shelves of product.
This year at Christmas Lund was
found at the pop up Eco-market on
Douro St and the Soul Pepper Theatre Company artisan market in
the Distillery district of Toronto.
“It was so much fun, I loved
it. This was my first time sitting
at the table and interacting with
people and answering questions
about where things came from. I
absolutely loved it and want to do
much more of that, it feels more
personal.”
Something surprising for Lund
was finding out the emotional
aspect of what she does that she
didn’t expect. Without trying
to find meaning, she often finds
meaning in her jewellery.
“I did a Ruth Bader Ginsberg
earring last year that took off because of who she was and what she
represented to women, and when
she died, I was always a huge fan
and was gutted; a friend suggested
I make this earring. And women
started giving it to other women as
a sign of female empowerment or
strength. I had American friends
who were wearing them when they
went to vote in the last election. I
didn’t expect that story, that narrative behind it,” Lund said.
Having an online Etsy store,
minniebymoniquelund, and access to social media, customer
reach has been international. She
has sent her bespoke pieces to
Scotland, Israel, Germany, England, Paris, a lot of the United
States. She finds Etsy so cool,
where a woman from Wisconsin
can find her and something she’s
created here in Stratford.
In 2022, Lund returns to the
stage in PEI, cast in Steel Magnolias. Other than that, she is unsure, but has been lucky to work
with the Here For Now Theatre

Emergency child care for eligible
school aged children will be provided
in Stratford by the City of Stratford at
the Anne Hathaway Day Care Centre
and by the YMCA of Three Rivers at
Stratford District Secondary School;
in Mitchell and Milverton by Perth
Care for Kids at Upper Thames Elementary School and Milverton Public School; in St. Marys by the Town
of St. Marys at Holy Name of Mary
School; in Monkton and Listowel by
the Municipality of North Perth at the
Elma Logan Recreation Complex and
the Westfield Elementary School.
Applications for emergency child
care can be made through the City

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Actress-turned-entrepreneur Monique Lund shows off some of her creative bespoke earrings, part of the Minnie by Monique line she came up
with. Like so many, Lund pivoted to something else when the pandemic
forced her away from her acting career.

Company and hopes to contin- hard for me, especially during
ue with that. For her brand, she COVID, to find models and to
would love to grow her business. keep it evolving and dynamic. I’d
“I think I’m gaining confidence like to hire people to do that type
in my product; people like it and of work, so that would free me up
people are buying it. I am con- to create. It’s something I can do
templating really pouring some in tandem with theatre work and
money into it to take it to the next what I love to do.”
level and
get more
professional
marketing and
1. Who spoke the first lines in the first play ever
photogput on at the Stratford Festival, and what was the
raphy. I
production?
do it all
myself,
2. How many #1 hits does Justin Bieber have to his
but it’s
credit?
3. Which former Stratford Culliton has the distinction of winning both the Norris Trophy and Hart
Memorial Trophy in the NHL in the same season?
4. Gene Krupa was known for playing what instrument?
of Stratford. Registration began last
week, with screening for eligibility.
5. The nature area located just off of John Street
Eligible families will then be connear Avondale Cemetary is named after whom?
tacted by their respective child care
6. True of False – Stratford City Hall is a National
program to complete the registration
Historic Site.
process.
Social Services staff have consulted
7. Chef Vito Iacobellis is best known for what crewith Huron Perth Public Health and
ation?
Ontario’s Ministry of Education to
8. The floating barge that plays music on Lake Vicensure appropriate policies and procetoria in the summer is called what?
dures are in place to ensure the safety
9. Which Stratford resident wrote the book Howie
of all staff, parents, and children.
Morenz: Hockey’s First Superstar?
Questions and concerns can be directed to Darren Barkhouse, Manager
10. Before being G.M. of the Chamber of Comof Children’s Services at the City of
merce, what was Eddie Matthews’ claim to fame?
Stratford at dbarkhouse@stratford.
ca or by calling 519-271-3773 extension 243.
This week’s answers are found on pg. 31

Province to provide child care for
essential workers
Ontario announced the provision of www.ontario.ca.

emergency child care for eligible essential workers for their school-aged
children earlier this month.
In Stratford, Perth County and St.
Marys, these spaces will be allocated
in chronological order from application date and will only be available
to those who are listed by the Province of Ontario as workers eligible for
emergency child care. Eligible families will also be required to have exhausted all other possibilities for child
care. The targeted emergency child
care program will be provided at no
cost to eligible parents.
The list of eligible workers can be
found on the provincial website at

MINNIE-TASTIC

9
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Stratford Public Library returns to curbside pickup,
suspends in-person services

EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

The Stratford Public Library brought
back curbside pickup and stopped in-person services amid a staffing shortage and
COVID-19 public health considerations
– even before further restrictions were
announced by the Province of Ontario.
A press release from the library announced that as of December 29, 2021
there will only be curbside pickup for
in-person materials. Computers, photocopiers, Makerspace appointments, and
other in-person services will be closed.
Virtual programming, remote printing,
and custom reading selections are still
available.
The Stratford Public Library will also
reduce their hours, and will be open
five days a week instead of seven. The
library will be closed on Sundays and
Mondays.
The library’s measures came just before the Ontario government’s decision

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

LITERARY TAKE-OUT

The Stratford Public Library has joined a
lot of restaurants in going to curb-side pick
up only, a move that keeps the institution in
operation and feeding books into the hands
of the community.

City councillor helps organize
hay donation

HAY-DED WEST

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Stratford councillor Martin Ritsma is shown loading one of the bales of hay that was destined
for a dairy farm in Saskatchewan this past December. As part of the HAY WEST 2.0 project,
Ritsma and other farmers joined forces to make sure those in need were taken care of.

Even though Christmas has come and
gone, the generosity of farmers in the area
continues with the donation of good quality
hay for the Hay-West program.
Two days before Christmas, organizers
were loading another load of hay on the western outskirts of Milverton at the Gary Schade
farm on a flatbed trailer donated by Elgin
Roth transport of Topping. Owner Brent Kipfer will be unloading the big square bales at
Marhaven Farms in Drayton. Once unloaded the 1000 lb. bales will be loaded onto a
cattle pot from Hutton Transport. Organizers
needed the Marhaven location to utilize their
ramp to load the cattle pot with hay.
Funds that have been generously donated to Martin Ritsma (HAY WEST 2.0) will
cover both the local and west bound trucking fees. The destination is a dairy farmer
in Saskatchewan and the farmer in need of
feed has been identified by a contact from the
Mennonite Disaster Service in Saskatchewan. The hay was scheduled to be in the west
in the early New Year, a wonderful belated

Christmas gift for sure! This load, like so
many others, is the result of many generous
farmers working together - a true partnership
of good faith; from the hay being donated,
to individuals donating their money to the
support of the Mennonite Disaster Service to
identify a farmer and the trucking companies
and drivers. A real community project!
HAY WEST 2.0 will continue into 2022 as
many farmers and ranchers from Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta had very little
crop to put away to winter their livestock.
Hay and money continue to be received, and
organizer Ritsma may be contacted by phone
or text (519-276-9659), or at martinritsma@
gmail.com.
He would like to say thanks to those that
have donated. If you have donated and your
hay has not been picked up please reach out
to Ritsma. A very big problem is obtaining
truck and drivers to move the hay. He again
thanks all those farmers for the amazing generosity from all across Ontario to our friends
in the west.

to re-enter Step Two of the Roadmap
to Reopen Plan starting January 5. As
part of the restrictions, expected to be in
place until at least January 26, libraries
must operate at 50 per cent capacity.
“At this time there are no further restrictions, however due to staffing shortages the library has had to introduce
more restrictions than is required by
the Modified Step 2,” Julia Merritt, the
CEO of the Stratford Pubic Library, said
in an e-mail interview. “If that situation
improves the library board will be assessing whether it is safe to reintroduce
more services.”
Patrons needing vaccine certificates
can pick up the documents via the library’s curbside pickup after calling the
library to provide the information. The
Stratford Public Library is not taking

information for vaccine certificates via
email for privacy reasons.
Computers are not available to lend,
but patrons can send the library documents for remote printing. Residents
without Internet access can borrow
Wi-Fi hotspots for a week at a time, or
access the library’s Wi-Fi from outside
the building. The library will prioritize
restoring public Wi-Fi access to remote
terminals when ready to do so.
Merritt is thankful for the patience
and understanding of the patrons as the
library closes its indoor services.
“We look forward to being able to
have people back in the building as soon
as we can.”
Visit stratford.library.on.ca for more
information and to access its virtual
services.

Report to Perth, Huron counties outlines
steps to address discrimination
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

A report before Perth and Huron
counties details that indigenous people,
immigrants and visible minorities are
more likely to experience discrimination than white, non-immigrant individuals.
Researchers from Western University’s Network for Economic and Social
Trends administered a survey to almost
600 people in both counties, investigating who experienced discrimination,
the contexts it was experienced in, the
basis for it, those responsible and the
impact of it.
The report states that Indigenous people were the most likely to be discriminated against, as over 80 per cent of
those surveyed said they experienced
it. That number dropped slightly with
immigrants and visible minorities (68.7
per cent), while white non-immigrants
experienced discrimination at just 48.7
per cent.
The places where it was most reported included at the workplace and in
public spaces, with inappropriate jokes
and derogatory language counted as the
most frequent forms.
One of the study’s administrators, Dr.
Victoria Esses, said the report came
about when they realized there was insufficient data at the local level to asses
discrimination.
“The Local Immigration Partnerships
across Southwestern Ontario have been
doing work to counteract racism and
discrimination in our communities for
a number of years, and this includes
events, social media campaigns, and
other activities,” she said. “We realized
recently, however, that we can do a better job in developing these activities if
we know more about the discrimination
going on in our local communities. Although there is national data available
on discrimination experiences, this

data often cannot be broken down to
the local level to tell us what is happening in our own communities. Thus, the
idea for this project was born – it gives
us an evidence base for the work that
we do.”
Perth County Warden Jim Aitcheson
identified the issue as a two-sided problem that needs to be addressed.
“This research also demonstrates that
those who experience discrimination
are less likely to feel accepted by the
community,” he said. “As we consider issues such as labour shortages, we
need to think about strategies that make
our communities and workplaces as inclusive and welcoming as possible.”
Glen McNeil, warden of Huron County, shared a similar sentiment.
“The County of Huron is committed
to addressing discrimination,” he said.
“This report on discrimination in Huron and Perth provides the County with
a tool to self-reflect. With it, we can acknowledge privilege, seek better understanding, and make positive changes
to create a more inclusive community
where everyone feels that they belong.”
The report concluded with three suggested recommendations for each county to consider: develop a mechanism
where acts of discrimination can be reported, support victims of discrimination to access appropriate mental health
support, and create anti-discrimination
strategies that addresses discrimination
in places where it frequently occurs, the
forms it is most often relayed, and to the
people who most frequently perpetuate
it. Additional approaches recommended to address discrimination include
targeting behaviour and attitude change
training to individuals most likely to
perpetuate discrimination, helping bystanders develop the skills to intervene
effectively, and working with organizations to change policies and practices.
A link to the complete report can be
found at www.huroncounty.ca
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Staycation tax credit – blessing or curse?
Ontario government’s incentive program seen
differently through local lenses

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

When the Ontario government announced their Staycation Tax Credit
program back in December, it was their
attempt at boosting a sagging tourism
economy while giving residents a shot
in the arm come tax time. A little over a
month later and with the re-imposition
of modified Step Two from the Roadmap to Reopen currently in place has
left some wondering how much of an
incentive it will actually turn out to be.
The credit, temporarily available for
2022, will attempt to encourage Ontario families to explore the province
while helping tourism and hospitality
sectors recover from the financial impacts of the pandemic. It allows Ontario
residents to claim 20 per cent of their
eligible 2022 accommodation expenses
when filing their personal income tax
and benefit return for the upcoming
year.
Projections from the province indicate an estimated $270 million in support to nearly two million families. At
least, in theory it should do that. The
current restrictions make it difficult to
see that happening.
“When the Chamber has been promoting venues like the Parlour or the
Bruce and their packages to keep the
money local, these (restrictions) pose
a problem,” Eddie Matthews, general manager of the Stratford and Area
Chamber of Commerce, said recently.
“Closing indoor dining and places like
spas along with limiting how many
can go into retail outlets does make it
more difficult for small business owners. Like the Ontario Chamber of Commerce has stated, we also recognize
that public health and a healthy economy are intrinsically linked, however,
sweeping new restrictions – impacting
employers, workers, and families – unaccompanied by immediate and commensurate supports in unacceptable

nearly two years into the pandemic.”
Matthews added that the need for a
comprehensive plan that ties restrictions to clear, data-based metrics so
those most affected can plan ahead. He
then quoted OCC President Rocco Rossi by saying, “We are all doing our part.
Now, government needs to do their
part. What additional steps does the
government plan to take over the next
21 days and beyond?”
While Matthews referenced two
of the city’s larger lodging establishments, the well-known bed-and-breakfast association is also tasked with the
challenge of dealing with the restrictions and the economic slow-down that
accompanies them. Rhonda Lee Stephenson-Read, president of the Stratford and Area Bed & Breakfasts and
Accommodations (SABBA), said that
they have notified members about the
tax credit, which doesn’t directly benefit any of their membership, and have
encouraged them to reach out to those
in their databases to promote the offer.
Stephenson-Read said that the credit
may be helpful in getting people out of
the larger centres and visiting smaller
cities like Stratford.
“The incentives may encourage
guests to visit and explore smaller
centres like Stratford,” she said. “This
is particularly applicable now, given
ongoing changes with COVID restrictions. Guests may feel more comfortable in more intimate settings and small
towns.”
While that may work as a carrot for
potential visitors, Matthews is worried
that they won’t much of anything to see
when they arrive if the restrictions are
still in place. Facing the possibility that
events like Soups On and Heartburn
Day will fall victim to the restrictions,
he said they’re doing their best to make
things work.
“The Chamber does get calls regarding events like ‘Lights On’ for Stratford
and also other events going on in the

area from out-of-towners who are looking for things to do,” he said. “In many
cases it’s the old line, ‘if you build it,
they will come’. If it’s a worthwhile
event and make it attractive and interesting enough, people will come. When
the railway industry pulled out of Stratford in the early 1950s, Tom Patterson
had an idea for breathing new life into
the city’s economy, which became one
of the top attractions in Canada.”
When the idea of working together with retailers to supplement the tax
credit to make it more enticing, Stephenson-Read said that SABBA and
some of its members already work with
Destination Stratford but that no additional partnerships have been established to that end.
“SABBA may explore this with the
Downtown Business Association,
though we are sensitive to the fact that
many local business have suffered
greatly and are struggling to stay in
operation,” she said. “So unfortunately,
they may not be in a position to offer
discounts, au gratis give-aways, or other incentives.”
So even with an uncertain immediate
future, Stephenson-Read remains cautiously hopeful that the economy will
bounce back and the tourism industry
will perk up along with it.
“Our established members have operational costs regardless of whether or
not they are doors-open, so sadly our
Stratford B&B community, as well as
those provincially and national, will be
in a bleak position if conditions remain
unchanged,” she said. “Similar to 2020
and 2021, establishments may have to
remain closed due to lack of a tourism
footprint, and caution for their own as
well as their guests’ personal safety. In
order to remain in business, owners will
need to dig deep and get really creative
with other ways they can re-invent their
business and still offer unique services
in order to break even.”

Health Unit working to overcome booking issues

Partners in Huron Perth continue to
provide as many COVID-19 vaccinations as possible. Visit www.hpph.ca/
vaccinebooking to see local vaccination opportunities.
Huron Perth Public Health (HPPH)
continues to book appointments at
HPPH mass vaccination clinics as
quickly as possible for all eligible individuals. Clinics continue to provide
first, second and third/booster doses.
Despite recent challenges with its
booking system, HPPH has been filling vaccination clinics to capacity.
The online booking system has been
closed due to technical issues and
HPPH apologizes for the inconvenience and difficulty it has caused for
people trying to make appointments.
HPPH will be moving online booking

to a new system, and expects it to be
available mid-January. As well, HPPH
has dedicated booking staff working
seven days a week to call those who
have left messages or submitted forms.
We have an appointment request
form available at www.hpph.ca/vaccinebooking and the HPPH booking
phone line, 1-833-753-2098, is open.
We continue to book appointments by
phone. We are experiencing very high
call volumes and it may take us longer
to get back to callers. Please be patient
and do not leave multiple messages
or submit multiple forms as it slows
down our response time.
In keeping with provincial guidance,
we are also working to ensure access
to vaccine for the following groups:
Healthcare workers and those in

congregate settings – if you work in
a healthcare or congregate living setting, contact your employer if you
have not already been given information.
Education and childcare workers –
HPPH will work with school boards,
childcare services and related employers to provide further details.
Pregnant individuals – if you are
pregnant, you may walk in to any
HPPH clinic for vaccination; no appointment is needed. We do not require a note from your primary care
provider, obstetrician, or midwife.
Select local pharmacies also continue to offer COVID-19 vaccines.
A complete list is available at https://
covid-19.ontario.ca/vaccine-locations.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 15
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Police Briefs
IMPAIRED DRIVER ROLLS VEHICLE
IN DITCH
PERTH EAST - Another impaired driver has
been arrested and charged after they rolled their
car into the ditch.
Just after 7:30 a.m. on January 8 2022, the
Perth County Ontario Provincial Police (OPP),
Perth County Paramedic Service, and Perth
East Fire Department responded to a single vehicle collision on Perth Road 135, in the Township of Perth East. The driver of the vehicle had
to be extricated by the fire department, and was
transported to a local hospital as a precaution.
During the investigation, officers determined
that the driver had consumed alcohol, and was
impaired. They were arrested and further testing was conducted.
36-year-old, of West Perth, has been charged
with Operation while Impaired - Alcohol and
Drugs, Operation while Impaired - Blood Alcohol Concentration (80 Plus)
A 90-day Administrative Driver's License
Suspension (A.D.L.S.) and 7-day Vehicle Impoundment was initiated as per statute. The
accused is scheduled to appear at the Ontario
Court of Justice in Stratford at a later date to
answer to the charges.
If you suspect someone is driving while their
ability to operate a motor vehicle is impaired,
either by drug or alcohol, call police at 911 to
report it.
Anyone with information regarding this or
any incident is asked to call the OPP at 1-888310-1122 or online at www.opp.ca/reporting.
Should you wish to remain anonymous you can
call Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477 (TIPS)
or leave an anonymous online message at www.
P3tips.com where you may be eligible to receive a cash reward of up to $2,000.
ARREST MADE AFTER AMAZON
DELIVERY THEFT
On Monday, January 12, 2022, shortly before 12:00 p.m. the Stratford Police Service
was contacted by a resident of a home located
in the west end of the City of Stratford, who
had witnessed a male steal two packages from
Amazon that had been delivered and left on her
front porch.
The resident had received an alert from her
front porch camera and was able to provide a
description of the male to police.
Officers attended the area and located a male
matching the description provided in the parking lot of a nearby apartment complex.
The male, who was identified as a 33-yearold resident of Stratford, was placed under arrest and the two packages were discovered in
his backpack during a search incident to arrest.
The male was also found to be in possession
of a number of other stolen items, including a
licence plate, which had been stolen in 2020, as
well as cheques belonging to a number of different people.
The male was transported to Stratford Police
Headquarters where he was charged with Theft
Under $5000, Possession of Property Obtained
by Crime, Failure to Comply with Undertaking,
and Breach of Probation. He was later released
from custody on an Undertaking and is scheduled to attend court on February 28, 2022.
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McCabe enters into Conservative nomination race
for Perth-Wellington

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

You can add Steve McCabe’s
name to the growing list of hopeful candidates to replace Randy
Pettapiece as the Conservative
Party nominee for the riding of
Perth-Wellington in next June’s
provincial election.
A resident of Wellington North,
McCabe is hoping to use his political and business experience as
he seeks the Conservative nomination. Currently a sitting councillor in the Township of Wellington North, McCabe is hoping
to become the riding’s voice in
Queen’s Park.
“I think eight years of representing Wellington North has
been enough, and now I want to
expand my reach to Queen’s Park
where I can help even more people,” McCabe said during an interview in St. Marys just before
Christmas. “I’ve always had an
interest in politics and a sense of
public service. I try to help people whenever I can, and I want
to be the voice of the people for
Perth-Wellington.”
In addition to serving on township council, McCabe is currently the national sales manager for
the Ontario Farmer newspaper.
Other stops along his professional timeline include working in
Member Relations for the Grain
Farmers of Ontario, several agricultural companies and media
sales for both Top Crop Manager
and The Western Producer.
Politically, McCabe has been
aligned with the Conservative
party in his views on several
matters. At the top of his list
for the upcoming election are

STEVE McCABE
several hot-button issues: affordable housing, transportation, and
technological improvements in
Perth-Wellington, especially in
the rural areas of the riding.
“Housing has been one of the
biggest issues anywhere, and it’s
no different here,” he said. “My
nephew is an electrician, and he
can’t afford a down payment on
a house right now even with a
great job. I’ve seen the papers are
full of job ads but there are just
no places for people to live that
are affordable, even when you
talk about rentals. And when you
look at transportation, this riding
has several great hubs. Randy
(Pettapiece) recently announced
funding for this area, and I’d
want to continue his work on that
if I’m elected. But one of the biggest areas of concern is making
sure broadband internet becomes
viable for everyone, especially
in rural areas. So many people
are working from home right
now and they need a dependable
connection to be able to conduct
business. Agricultural businesses are just as dependent on that
service, and as consumers it’s
hard for us to support local businesses when they lack the ability
to have dependable infrastruc-

ture to run the e-commerce side
of their business.”
McCabe noted that the diversity of the people who live in
Perth-Wellington is well documented and he hopes to continue
Pettapiece’s work in making sure
all parties are given a voice that
is heard regardless of where they
call home in the riding.
“It doesn’t matter if you’re a
tough farmer or Justin Bieber, I
want to bring everyone together
and be the voice that represents
you,” he said. “One of the things
I like most about this riding is
you can go from visiting all the
little hamlets that dot the landscape in Perth and Wellington to
places like Stratford and Drayton
to see Hamlet on stage.”
Punchy phrases like that aside,
McCabe knows that substance
wins over style in the long term.
He’s built a career on being able
to put practical experience to use
no matter who he’s working with.
And when he talks about the others in the field for the Conservative nomination, McCabe said
he’s willing to put his experience
to good use there as well.
“I grew up on a farm and I’ve
fixed a tractor in the middle of
nowhere,” he said. “But I’ve also
worked on a factory floor and in
an office, so I know what that is
like. I know there are good jobs
out there, but I also know how
to run an election and win. I’ve
done it twice now. I know both
Don (Van Galen) and Matt (Rae)
are well connected, but I don’t
think I’m bragging when I say I
know how to win. I’m just telling
people why I think I’m a good
choice. My values are the same as
a lot of people in this riding, and

I think I can relate with farmers
and workers alike because I’ve
been there.”
Anyone wanting to reach out
to McCabe to find out more
about his platform is welcome

to email him at mccabe4perthwellington@gmail.com,
and
can follow his progress on social media at both Twitter (@
shadowless73) and Instagram
(@stevemccabe2022).

KETTLE CAMPAIGN

The Kettle campaign that kicked off in December for the local
Salvation Army raised well above their fundraising goal this year in
the Perth county area. Money is still being counted for the Stratford
and St. Mary’s areas but it looks like they’ll surpass their campaign
goal. The kettles themselves that were situated at various retail
outlets raised over $160,000 with additional targets that included
$192,000 from the letter appeal for a total campaign of well over
$350,000. Jen Hayter, coordinator for the Salvation Army, stated that
funds raised stay in the community and provide emergency food
bank donations, family services assistance for essential household
items, blanket outreach for distribution of warm blankets to those
struggling to secure proper indoor shelter, anger management programs, weekly community luncheons, tax preparation workshops,
Christmas hampers and toys for families without the means to
celebrate Christmas, and much more. They would like to thank all
the volunteers that are the single most important component of the
Kettle campaign. Completely filling all shifts at all locations for just
one day requires more than 60 volunteers. They also stated that
one 2 hour shift can equate to as much as 25 mail-in donations.
Hayter also said that without the cooperation of all the stores and
businesses in the area they would not be able to achieve the goals
they have. She thanks everyone for their cash donations in order to
help people in need at a difficult time of year.

...Pettapiece announces peopleCare redevelopment

Continued from page 2
Minister Phillips deserves credit for approving the proposal, Pettapiece said.
“The minister knows how important
this project is to our community, and he
knows how badly we need the beds,” Pettapiece observed. “I want to thank him for
his leadership—not only in approving this
project, but also in accelerating the approval of countless others across the province.”
The peopleCare proposal will restore and
upgrade the 60 beds taken out of service
in 2015, when a flood forced the closure of
the previous facility on Mornington Street.
It will further create an additional 100 new
beds, for a total of 160 beds.
“Good things sometimes take time,”
Pettapiece observed. “All along, we have
said we need to bring those beds back into
service,” Pettapiece stated. “But this announcement goes even further. It will bring
160 beds in a modern facility to Stratford

and Perth-Wellington, right where we need
them.”
“It demonstrates the province’s commitment to local long-term care,” Pettapiece
added.
Widely known as an appealing community in which to retire, Stratford is expected to see its seniors’ population age75-and-over grow by about 78 percent by
2030, according to peopleCare.
In addition to the peopleCare proposal,
the province has approved 66 new and 62
upgraded beds at Kingsway Lodge in St.
Marys; three new beds at Knollcrest Lodge
in Milverton; and 128 upgraded beds at
West Perth Village (Ritz Lutheran Villa)
in Mitchell. Additional new beds have also
been allocated for Wellington County.
Across the province, the government is
investing $6.4 billion on new and upgraded long-term care beds. This investment
will lead to more than 30,000 net new beds

(GARY WEST PHOTO)

and about 28,000 upgraded beds; the government is calling it the largest long-term
care building program in Canada—ever.
To address staffing challenges across
the sector, the government has committed
$4.9 billion over four years to help homes
hire more staff and to provide an average
of four hours of direct care per resident per
day.
The following is only a partial summary
of Randy Pettapiece’s actions to support
peopleCare Stratford since the 2015 closure of the previous facility:
November 4, 2021: Wrote to Rod Phillips, Minister of Long-Term Care, to follow up on their conversation to again urge
the proposal be approved.
October 21, 2021: Spoke directly with
Rod Phillips, Minister of Long-Term Care,
in the legislature to advocate for the peopleCare proposal.
September 25, 2020: Made a statement

in the legislature supporting all local proposals for new long-term care beds in
Perth-Wellington:
https://pettapiece.ca/
mpp-pettapiece-advocates-for-long-termcare-beds-in-perth-wellington/
August 7, 2020: Wrote to Merrilee Fullerton, Minister of Long-Term Care, to follow up on previous conversations in support of the peopleCare proposal.
July 24, 2019: Wrote to Merrilee Fullerton, Minister of Long-Term Care, to inform her of the peopleCare proposal and
request support.
September 26, 2017: Wrote to Eric
Hoskins, Minister of Health and LongTerm Care in the previous government,
to support the peopleCare redevelopment
proposal and reject any cuts to local longterm care beds.
July 2015: Spoke to peopleCare officials
following the 2015 flood at the former facility to support residents and employees.
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St. Andrew Street - The Architects’ Laneway

imagine if Jim were around he’d agree!
What has helped prevent an immediate
demolition of the Registry Office? Well,
its location within Stratford’s sole heritage conservation district which gives
it Part IV designation under the Ontario
Heritage Act. Designation affords it protection since it is Stratford City Council
that would have to accept or reject a demolition application if one were received
from the property owner – in this case,
Perth County. While we think about how
to adaptively reuse this building, perhaps we should broaden the conversation
consider on creating more heritage conservation districts in our city so that we
can grow and prosper in a manner that
protects our beautiful heritage buildings
and architects’ laneways, alleyways, and
promenades.

HAYDEN BULBROOK

Stratford Times Regional Correspondent

In December 2021, the Perth County
Council voted to demolish this historic
Registry Office, and, fortunately as I
write this, the City of Stratford has announced that it will meet with the county
this month to discuss viable alternatives.
Meantime, here I am presenting some of
the historical and architectural significance of this gorgeous little gem on St.
Andrew Street.
The Perth County Registry Office was
designed by prominent local architect
T.J. Hepburn and constructed in 1910.
On this street alone, Hepburn designed
the original part of the Stratford Public
Library in 1903 and undertook extensive
renovations of St. Andrew Presbyterian
Church in 1899.
Hepburn designed the building to complement the existing Perth County Court
House (1885) and Stratford Jail (1886)
that were designed by London, Ontario
architect George F. Durand. As the Stratford-Perth ACO stated, “when completed
the addition of the building created a unified street scape from Huron Street to the
jail thus creating a significant landscape
along St. Andrew Street.” Demolition
of the Registry Office would effectively
erase this unified streetscape.
The similarities between the Registry
Office and these buildings – especially
the Court House – are evident in Hepburn’s use of buff brick with rusticated
brown stone as well as in the red painted detailing including the stamped metal
ornamentation above the entry and in the
gable that is designed to replicate the use
of terra cotta on the Court House.
Brown coloured stone is applied to the
windowsills and lintels, as well as through
stringcourses along the base and heads of
the windows, along the eaves of the front
gable, and as a plinth course along the
building’s base. Even more significant,
is application of this stone in a rusticated
door surround. The words “REGISTRY
OFFICE” are inscribed in stone above
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(VINCE GRATTON COLLECTION PHOTO)

The Registry Office with the Perth County Court House in the Background.

the entry door. The stone detail and colour closely resemble the Credit Valley
stone used on the Court House. Similarly, there is a frieze board with prominent
brackets.
2-over-2 wood sash windows with divided transom lights flank the St. Andrew
Street entry and are also located on the
side elevations of the building.
Finally, we see Hepburn embraced
concrete. Externally this is most notable
in the stone-faced concrete block that is
applied to the foundation that was building on sloped land. Stone-faced concrete
block fell out of fashion by c. 1930 but in
the early 1900s it was lauded as a material cheaper and more durable than stone
– and it was fireproof!
Hepburn, who was born in Stratford
in 1861, received architectural training
under his father, Alexander Hepburn,
and worked as his assistant from 1880

(HAYDEN BULBROOK PHOTO)

Front elevation of the Registry Office from St. Andrew Street.

to 1897. In March 1891, while still employed under his father, he was among
the first architects “from western Ontario to join the new Ontario Association
of Architects.” T.J.’s father, Alexander,
provided designs for approximately 80
buildings in Stratford, including additions and renovations, while T.J. provided designs for approximately 16.
The Registry Office was later used as
the Stratford-Perth Archives from 1981
to 2014. Of provincial significance, the
Stratford-Perth Archives was Ontario’s
second county archives. The building
is thusly associated with Jim Anderson
who, in 1972, was hired to process the
first collections that would eventually
form the Stratford-Perth Archives and
became the first Archivist-Administrator
of the archives. He retired in 1991 and
died in 1994. Without a doubt, this building matters a great deal to this city and I

(HAYDEN BULBROOK PHOTO)

The Registry’s Office detailing with buff
brick; rusticated stone quoins, sills, lintels,
and plinth; 2-over-2 windows with a divided
transom light;and a decorative lamp.

(HAYDEN BULBROOK PHOTO)

Rusticated stone entrance with inscription below stamped metal ornamentation and fanlight.
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Stratford’s Tony White creates Alnico Productions Inc.

LISA CHESTER-HANNA

Stratford Times Correspondent

Tony White first arrived in Stratford in
1983 and has been in the entertainment
industry for four decades on stage, and
television and film. As part of community
theatre, he has appeared in productions like
‘Anything Goes’ and ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’. On television, he acted in true crime
dramas and documentaries that were re-enactments of crimes such as ‘Forensic Factor’
and ‘Cold Blood’. Ultimately, White found
himself at a point where he wanted to tell
stories.
“Being of Indigenous heritage I thought
that now is the time to create something
where I could tell Indigenous stories,” he
said. With that, Alnico Productions Inc. was
born, founded initially in Stratford.
The name Alnico is a tribute to his three
children: Al for his daughter Alaya, Ni for
his son Nikolas, and Co for his son Cody.
What is unique about Alnico is that it is the
first Indigenous-lead production company
in Southwestern Ontario.
“I am 100% owner so it is all mine, and
I’m looking forward to creating as many
Indigenous stories as possible,” White said.
He is an army of one running the production
company, mentored by Craig Thompson of
Stratford’s production company Ballinran
Entertainment – a role White said Thompson has been very helpful in.
The type of productions will be mostly
television and film with some documentaries. Currently, he is in executive production, pre-production of a film that is going to
be shot in Northern Ontario called ‘Penelope’s Story’, written and directed by Lizetty
Sandoval. ‘Penelope’s Story’ is about the
trafficking of women, and one woman’s sto-

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

TONY WHITE
ry of how she got out of it. White describes because there are incentives to shoot there,
it as a faith based piece.
as they’ve got a thriving film industry. While
“I’m also in talks for another production, some productions like ‘Murdoch Mysteries’
I’m going to be acting and executive producing hopefully, and it also is going to be shot
in North Bay. I am also going to be acting in
the one with Lizetty Sandoval, ‘Penelope’s
Story’,” said White.
Production to date has been up north

has been filmed in Stratford, Southwestern
Ontario does not enjoy the same level of incentives for the entertainment industry, or
the infrastructure and studios to support it.
“We are hoping to have ‘Penelope’s Story’ go into production in the middle of this
year, but with what’s going on health-wise,
it could be pushed as far back as 2023,” explained White.
His biggest obstacle in creating and running a production company is the fact that
he’s used to being in front of the camera.
“I’m learning a lot about behind the camera, learning a lot about what an executive
producer does, I’ve been fortunate enough
to learn some of the trades behind the camera so the biggest obstacle has been education.”
What he hopes to see in the future of Indigenous productions is truth.
“Truth and fair representation. Back in
the day, a quote unquote Indian was played
by any actor who was a good actor, luckily in the last little while Indigenous, Metis,
native, Inui, are getting the appreciation
they are owed,” he said. “The idea is that I
want to tell true stories, not the fabricated
stories previously told by a white man, and
representation of native actors. Let’s have
an Indigenous actor portray an Indigenous
character.”
To learn more about Alnico Productions,
Tony White, or the film ‘Penelope’s Story’, follow Tony online on Facebook: Tony
White, Instagram: @tony_white_actor_
singer, and IMDB: Tony White.

Queer Book of the Month Club

Finding the Mother Tree, by Suzanne
Simard
@SPL: 333.75 Sim
Over the past few years, there’s been
an explosion of science supporting the
theory that forests are a kind of superorganism. Books like The
Hidden Life of Trees have
been immensely popular, as people marvel at
the networks that connect
trees.
Suzanne Simard is one
of the researchers at the
forefront of this science,
and her memoir, Finding
the Mother Tree, details
her professional evolution
from forester, to forest
ecologist. This is fascinating: how does one get to
seeing a forest organism
for the cash-crop trees?
But there’s so much more to this book that
makes it a treasure.
The memoir is frank about the challenges of being passionate about one’s work,
when one is also a wife and mother. Reading about how her marriage dissolves just
as her work takes flight is heartbreaking,
but she approaches it with kindness for

everyone involved. She’s honest but never
dramatic about the terror of being diagnosed with cancer, and working through
treatment.
And, happily, she finds love again. This
was perhaps the biggest smile of the book
for me; Suzanne falls headover-heels in love with one
of her women friends, and
the relationship is warm,
supportive, and joyful. Best
of all, it’s presented with
no fanfare at all. No angst
about coming out, no crisis
about what this means for
her identity. She just is, she’s
in love, her family’s there
for her, and it’s a beautiful
thing. After years of reading memoirs of the trauma
of queer living, it’s good
for the soul to read about a
queer lady scientist just being her happy self in the woods.
In the end, this book is a testament to the
power of curiosity and love. Nature nerds
will love it for the accessible ecology, but
anyone who loves a well-told memoir will
be charmed by Finding the Mother Tree.
Shauna Costache
Public Service Supervisor

TIM BIEBS SWAG

(GARY WEST PHOTO)

Every coffee drinker in the area or even those that buy Tim Bits, are probably familiar
with the latest promotion put on by Tim Hortons. They are called “Timbiebs” and they
are selling off the shelf in area Tim Horton stores due to the worldwide popularity of
Justin Bieber who’s ‘Timbiebs boxes’ have been selling on sites like Kijiji for over $50.
During a recent interview with Tavistock store manager Jess Korczynski, she stated that
all their Bieber Touques that should have lasted for months were sold out in five days
and the grocery bags and masks have also been selling off the shelf. She said many of
the local Tim’s stores have even been getting asks from people all over including south
of the border who feel the Tim Hortons items with Bieber on them will be collector’s
items of the future. Who would have guessed that a youth from Stratford would become
so popular and famous that an iconic Canadian company like Tim Hortons would be able
to market doughnut boxes worth more than the sweet treat that’s in them!
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Seniors Home Safety tax credit announced

The Ontario government is
helping seniors stay in their
homes longer. The Seniors
Home Safety Tax Credit will be
extended by one year to 2022. It
is good news for local seniors,
says Perth-Wellington MPP
Randy Pettapiece.
“People should be able to enjoy the comfort of their home
for as long as they want,” said
Perth-Wellington MPP Randy
Pettapiece. “Extending the tax
credit will help. It will make
their homes safer and more accessible.”

This is the second consecutive year this tax credit has been
available to seniors and those
living with them. It covers renovations to make their homes
safer and more accessible.
Twenty-five percent of up to a
maximum of $10,000 per household can be claimed on eligible
expenses.
“We are empowering Ontario’s seniors with the choice to
live in their homes and remain
in their community as long as
they choose,” said Raymond
Cho, Minister for Seniors and

Accessibility. “Providing a tax
credit for renovations will give
seniors and their families real
help to stay in their homes longer.”
“Our government continues to
make the necessary investments
to build Ontario and protect the
progress we’ve
made against
COVID-19,”
said
Peter
Bethlenfalvy,
Minister
of
Finance. “We
know
that

seniors would prefer to stay in
their homes, where they are the
most comfortable. That’s why
we are pleased to bring forward
this plan to give them extra time
to benefit from this tax credit.”
It will provide an estimated
$30 million in support to about

27,000 people. This includes
seniors who are 65 or older by
the end of 2021 and those who
live with senior relatives. The
tax credit can be claimed when
filing your personal income tax
return for the 2021 taxation
year.

...Health Unit to overcome booking issues
Continued from page 11
Either mRNA vaccine (Moderna or
Pfizer-BioNTech) may be used as a
booster dose, regardless of which vaccine
was received for the first or second dose.
The first available vaccine you can get
as a booster is the best one. If you have
COVID-19 symptoms or are isolating because of an exposure, please do not come
to your vaccination appointment. You
will need to reschedule your appointment.
Vaccination coverage
As of January 4, HPPH and partners

have administered 257,198 vaccine doses
in Huron Perth. Eighty-three percent of
Huron Perth residents aged five and older
have received at least one dose of vaccine, 78% are fully vaccinated with two
doses, and 31% have received three doses
of vaccine. Nearly 40% of five to 11 year
olds have received their first dose.
For more information, contact Huron
Perth Public Health at 1-888-221-2133, or
find them online at www.hpph.ca/thirddose and www.hpph.ca/vaccinebooking.
They can also found on Facebook and
Twitter at @HPPublicHealth.

Happy New Year
from your Queen’s Inn Family!

We are so grateful to all of you for supporting us throughout the Pandemic with
your loyalty and kindness. Stratford is unique in many ways; the theatre, the
architecture, the shops, the restaurants and hotels, but most of all, the people.
We wish you all good health, happiness, and peace as we move into a new year
and close a chapter of our lives. We all want to move past COVID-19, but the
lessons we have learned will stay with us forever. Life is precious, friendship
is dear, a hug is an amazing gift, and the families we share our lives with will
always be near. We are thankful for our families, and for our extended Queen’s
Inn family — all of you. Thank you for being patient, kind, understanding and
supportive as we navigate our way through these crazy times.
All the best in 2022!
With love and best wishes.

161 Ontario Street,
Stratford, ON, N5A 3H3
1-800-461-6450
www.queensinnstratford.ca
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NOMINATIONS WANTED!
Do you know someone between the ages
of 6 - 17 who is making a difference within
their community? Nominate them for an
Ontario Junior Citizen Award today!
DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 11, 2022
Nomination forms are available from this
newspaper, and at www.ocna.org/juniorcitizen.
Email jr.citizen@ocna.org for more information.
Brought to you by:
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AROUND THE GALAXY

(FRED GONDER PHOTO)

Visitors to Tom Patterson Island have been able to take a trip around our solar system to get an up-close look at the Lights On displays set up there.

FINEST COFFEES & TEAS | FINEST CIGARS

17 York Street, Stratford
519-273-6768
www.buzzstop.com

York Street

FIND THE HIDDEN GEMS ON
YORK STREET IN DOWNTOWN
STRATFORD

Stop by our store and pick up cakes,
cupcakes, sugar cookies and cakes pops.

519-508-3835

HANDCRAFTED TREASURES

Slow Sustainable
Men’s Women’s Clothing
Designed By Owner
Art Jewelry
Shawls Carpets...
THINGS OF BEAUTY & SPIRIT

55 York Street Stratford ON

519-275-2837
kinnasohna

Whether you are new to tea or well
aquatinted, we are certain that you
will find a taste you love.

18 York St., Stratford
519-271-9978
www.distinctlyteastratford.ca
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(FRED GONDER PHOTOS)

WOW FACTOR

Anyone checking out the
Lights On displays around
town over the holidays
would be in for lots and lots
of colour, whether it was
under a bridge, checking
out Sky Castle, strolling
through Shakespearean
Gardens or seeing some
wildlife perfectly captured.
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McKennitt's Midwinter Magnificence

JULIA SCHNEIDER

Stratford Times Correspondent

I was entranced by Loreena McKennitt's A Midwinter
Night's Music concert at Knox Church December 17. As I
walked home at its end I pondered: was this the most moving
Christmas concert I ever attended and, if so, why? Was Knox
the perfect place to have it? and Was any detail left out in
making it the musical/theatrical/religious experience it was?
On December 16, the night before the show I attended, the
lights had gone out during the performance. McKennitt, ever
the consummate professional, had continued acoustically;
Some details are beyond anyone's control. Still, it is hard to
imagine the loss of atmosphere occasioned by this outage because the lighting effects in the enormous church were central to the effect of the concert in it. Simply put, this was of
an icy primordial universe in which humans were small but
their spirits, as expressed by music and song, and accentuated by the warm lights in the central stage area, were mighty
indeed.
Lighting director Kevin Coelho shone in the creation of
this world within a church through lighting. Walls were suffused with shifting shades of icy pink and frigid azure, then
violet and blood red that evoked cold nights in the winter solstice. The effect was spectacular and beautiful, and at its centre was Loreena McKennitt, who masterminded the whole,
directed it, and was its primary musician.
Of course, even without light the night before, there had
been the music. Churches have a long history as places of
song and for good reason. They have always been places
where the human spirit and its connection to the divine are
celebrated and good acoustics are essential to that celebration. Now we have concerts in churches that are not exclusively dedicated to sacred music and I hope this is the future
of the Knox as an arts venue.
The only concert in a church
I have ever witnessed comparable to McKennitt's tour de
force at the Knox was Marian
Faithfull's memorable concert
taped at St. Anne's Cathedral
in Brooklyn in 1990.
The concert itself was probably unlike any other Christmas celebration you have
ever attended. In her program
notes McKennitt stressed
the impact of the indigenous
world and culture and the
need to include it as well as
other cultures in any celebration of the times. As McKennitt welcomed the Celtic influences associated with her
music, so she did the indigenous. Her program started
with a recorded narrative by
indigenous singer/songwriter,
actor, and social activist Tom
Stratford Branch 8
Jackson of the Creation story
Sky Woman before McKenATTENTION: CANADIAN VETERANS
nitt herself took to the stage.
AND EX-SERVICE PERSONNEL
In many ways the whole
Branch 8 offers assistance, through the services of Veteran Affairs
concert echoed the reminiscences of McKennitt through
Canada, to eligible veterans, their spouses, widows and dependents
its underpinning of meditathrough the Poppy Fund. Our Branch Service Officer Reg Simpson,
tion and reflection. Winter is
with 28 years of experience in his career, may be able to assist
the time for these, she wrote
those with health and financial issues, or those dealing with
in her notes, and in these
homelessness or emergency situations.
changing times we look to
The Soldiers Aid Commission has now been opened up to all
connections -- to the earth,
to each other, and to the past
Veterans with up to $2,000 in emergency funding possible.
-- to find out where we are,
Leave a message for Reg at the office (519-271-8829) to arrange
and how we got here before
a consultation. He would be pleased to assist.
moving forward. Accordingly, she invited artist and mu804-B Ontario St., Stratford N5A 3K1
sician Jeffrey "Red" George
stratfordlegion008@gmail.com
to play a haunting melody on

General Labour,
Warehouse & Office Jobs

BACK ON STAGE

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Loreena McKennitt took to the stage for a pre-Christmas
‘A Midwinter Night’s Music – A concert of carols and tales’
show at Knox Church. It was the first show McKennitt had
done in two years and the first of their kind in her entire
career.

his flute and to take us on a winter stroll through the woods at
the beginning of the program, just after Jackson's narrative.
This helped to further the connection with wild nature and
the vast winter wilderness central to the whole event.
On a personal reminiscence on stage, McKennitt said that
when she came to Stratford from Morden, Manitoba in 1981
it had been a pleasure to perform at the Stratford Festival and
she had been here ever since. Now, she said, she welcomes
other artists to town, including the Celtic group, the Bookends, Cait Watson (whistle), Pete Watson (guitar), and Errol
Fischer (fiddle) who were on stage with her throughout the
performance.
In one of her first songs McKennitt tied her reminiscences
in with Shelterlink, the agency supporting homeless youth in
Stratford that the concert helped sponsor. On an early trip to
Donegal in 1982, she said, she stopped at an inn and heard
a young girl give her version of the birth of the Christ child.
It was delivered in a thick Irish accent barely intelligible yet
showed the girl's overall mastery of the story, but with some
amusing turns of phrase. With this recording running in the
background, McKennitt played a song of her own composition. This girl was like those on Stratford streets needing
help; we must not turn away from them.
A Midwinter Night's Music was not exclusive and the
range of its parts was also varied. Along with the music was
a dramatic and often funny reading by Stratford treasure Cedric Smith of Dylan Thomas' A Child's Christmas in Wales.
Like all good things, the pleasure of this reminiscence of
youth increases with age and Smith was a great person to
deliver it.
McKennitt also sang, indeed tied the whole together with
song. She gifted us with her hauntingly beautiful vocal renditions of such traditional carols as the Wexford Carol, the
Coventry Carol, and God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen accompanied on her harp and with the help of Caroline Lavelle
(Cello and Recorder), Graham Hargrove (Percussion) and
the toe-tapping Bookends.
At the end of ninety minutes, McKennitt apologized. She
said she had originally planned a two-hour concert but had
had to cut it back due to COVID with its need to avoid an intermission. When the audience showed its disappointment,
she relented and gave an encore, an unforgettable performance of Silent Night, before sending the audience out into
the silent night.
In answer to the questions posed at the beginning of this
review I would respond: Yes (most moving Christmas concert ever); Yes (I can't imagine a better place to have it) and
no (no detail was overlooked in its creation.) What made it
so special was McKennitt's heartfelt and very personal inclusion of the lives of herself and others, their traditions and
history, and her meditation on the times to inform the whole
show and give it meaning, currency and authenticity as well
as great visual and musical beauty.
It was an evening to treasure.
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Holiday spirit shines in Stratford teen

Kenna Billings wanted to make a simple
donation to the Stratford House of Blessing, but it wound up turning into much
more.
Billings has been doing random acts
of kindness to remember her father, who
passed away in November 2018. This year
presented a challenge in dealing with the
pandemic, but along with her mom, Melissa Eveleigh, Kenna came up with some
creative solutions to keep her acts going.
“I wanted something for her to do to
remember and honour her dad each year,
and until this year we had struggled with
what she may do,” Eveleigh said. “We
made up random act of kindness cards in
memory of her dad, and on Remembrance
Day Kenna and her siblings handed out
cards with $2 Tim Hortons cards and single flowers. They handed out over 100
Tim’s cards and 70 flowers. She then had
one random act card left and wanted to
use that to do something nice at Christmas
time, and that’s where the idea of helping a
cause in need came in.”
Kenna and Melissa went over a number
of options on who they could help during
the holiday season before they settled on
the House of Blessing – something Kenna
preferred because it had ‘blessing’ in its
name and it fit in with what she was trying

to do. Once they picked their cause, the
work began. Kenna put her enjoyment of
cooking and baking to good use, selling
her creations to friends and neighbours
at the start. But that soon pivoted to other
ventures.
“We purchased a Christmas backdrop
and then out it out to residents of Romeo
Court where I work that Kenna would
take their pictures in exchange for a donation,” Eveleigh said. “She went through
one booking and had another set up before
Christmas but we had to delay that one
with the rise in COVID cases.”
Still shy of Kenna’s original $500 goal,
Eveleigh posted on social media that they
were willing to pick up empty beer and alcohol bottles and cans to return. That gave
them the boost they were looking for – and
then some.
“Once I posted that Kenna would be
donating the money to House of Blessing,
things took off,” she said. “We had been
picking up a lot and Kenna was doing
most of the work. We wound up having
one big contributor who donated more
than 1,400 empties, which totaled about
$140 for Kenna’s donation.”
When all was said and done, Kenna
raised $1,297.45. Safe to say, dad would be
proud.

Nater announces Summer Jobs
funding portal open

John Nater, Member of Parliament for
Perth—Wellington, announced on December 16, 2021 that the employer application process for funding under the Canada Summer Jobs 2022
program has opened.
“Through Canada Summer Jobs, young
Canadians have the opportunity to gain
the skills and experience they need to get
jobs now and in the future. I encourage
employers to apply for funding to create
jobs that will help students, employers and
our local economies. Last summer more
than 350 young people were employed
across Perth—Wellington, creating jobs
in our communities,” Nater said.
He noted however that after lobbying both the Minister of Finance and the
Minister of Employment, Workforce Development and Labour to improve the application process, the dates for employer
applications and notifications still have not
been moved up to allow for earlier hiring.
“The April notification date is much too
late for most students to find out if they
have a summer job, but employers also
must budget and therefore need confirmation of whether or not they will receive
funding well in advance of this date” said
Nater. “University and college students
in particular must have an idea of where

they will be working in the summer by
mid-February.”
Canada Summer Jobs provides funding
to help employers create summer job opportunities for young people. It is designed
to focus on local priorities, while helping
both students and their communities.
Funding will be available to not-for-profit organizations, public-sector employers
and small businesses (under 50 employees) to hire qualified young people aged
15 to 30. Thousands of young Canadians
will be able to develop and improve their
skills through summer employment while
employers will be assisted in addressing
skills shortages.
Employers interested in applying for
CSJ 2022 funding can submit their applications electronically via the online
fillable application or the Grants and Contributions Online Service (GCOS). The
online fillable application is the fastest
way for employers to complete an application online without having to create
an account. The application period for
Canada Summer Jobs 2022 is December
16, 2021 to January 25, 2022. Employers
can find further information by logging
on to https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/funding/canada-summer-jobs.html.

Facebook.com/StratfordTimesNewspaper
Twitter.com/Stratford_Times
Instagram.com/Stratford_Times

FROM THE HEART

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Kenna Billings, right, donated $1,297.45 that she raised to the Stratford House of Blessing
in December 2021. Accepting the donation on behalf of House of Blessing was development coordinator Lisa Stanley.

10 day pub tour of

Ireland
June 2023

Breweries

Killarney Brewing Co.

Franciscan Well

Guinness

Whiskey Distilleries

Jameson Irish Whiskey

Slane Whiskey

Smithwicks

Sites

Blarney Castle

Cliffs of Moher

Bars
Plus
• Cork
• Dublin
• Galway
Sonny Molloy’s

Sean’s Bar

Abbey Tavern

Head Office: 150 Queen Street East, St. Marys, ON N4X 1B4 | TICO #50010159
519-284-2332 | agent@stonetowntravel.com
Branch Office: 210 Mill Street, New Hamburg, ON N3A 1P9 | TICO #50025796
226-333-9939 | newhamburg@stonetowntravel.com
www.stonetowntravel.com
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Going out in style

Goffar caps high school career with long-sought win over cross-town rivals
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Sometimes, you don’t win the
last game of the season. You
have to carry that memory with
you until the chance comes back
the following year when everything is new and your future
lays in front of you, yet to be determined.
But then that next season becomes your last season before it
all changes again. Change happens, and it becomes what you
make of it.
Morgan Goffar knew that
change was coming, and she
made as much as she could out
of it.
For three years, Goffar had to
watch other girls that she knew
celebrate with a title. The St.
Mike’s Warriors had sent her
packing in the conference finals
after three straight trips there,
but in her last chance to turn the
tables, Goffar helped lead the
Stratford District Secondary
School Golden Bears to a title with their 53-36 triumph
over the Warriors. Goffar did her part,
pouring in 24
points to lead
the Bears

to the win as SDSS turned what
was a close game at the half into
a blowout.
In looking back at the win, the
Golden Bears’ golden girl credited the right attitude for helping
her and the team accomplish
their goal.
“I mean, everyone likes to
win and losing to St. Mike’s in
the previous finals was always a
hard pill to swallow,” she said.
“I was a little nervous before the
game, but I was more excited.
This was my final high school
game, and I just wanted to do
my best and have fun. Personally, in games like these, your attitude controls your play and my
plan coming into the game was
to stay calm.”
It’s never easy staying calm,
especially when something
you’ve been reaching for is right
there just waiting for you to grab
hold. Mistakes happen,
but when Goffar
was able to focus

on the task at hand, things began
to shift.
“In the second half of the
game, the intensity was up but
we started to work together,” she
said. “The energy on the court
and the bench helped make sure
everyone stayed calm. Teamwork and attitudes were definitely what helped lead us to
the win – we all kept a positive
mindset and kept encouraging
each other.”
Head coach Brian Dingman
said that in the three games
leading into the final, including a regular-season tilt with
the Warriors, the Golden Bears
had to find ways to dig deep and
keep their win streak going – including a pair of come-from-behind wins. He said that gave his
team the experience they needed
for when they had to draw on it
most.
“I think this experience helped
to prepare us for the final game
in that we were accustomed to
playing in tight situations and it
helped us to relax a bit,”
he said. “It also gave us

the
confidence
to know
we could implement
changes
during
the game, if
needed. Morgan played
her best game
of the season
in the finals. Putting that pressure on
herself, she likely tried to do a
bit too much at the start of the
game but then really got into
her groove as the game went
on. Our team was also fortunate to have a number of scoring
threats, which meant the defence
couldn’t just focus on Morgan.”

To understand the now, look
at the then. Goffar first began
playing basketball when she was
nine, following in her sister’s
footsteps. Saying she was too
young and small to play, Goffar
went to her sister’s practices with
a desire to join the action. Her
first taste came with the Stratford U13 Revolution, going up
and down the local court for four
seasons. A move to the London
Ramblers program followed,
mixing in off-season training in
Kitchener, helped turn her into
what she calls “a well-rounded
and reliable player.”
A bit modest? Perhaps.
“I have been coached by many
different coaching styles, and
I’ve played on multiple summer training teams as well as
taking part in the Ontario Summer Games,” she said. “I have
adapted to many different team
dynamics. For most of my basketball career, I have been the
youngest – I’ve been playing
U19 basketball for five years
now. I can also play most positions on the floor. I was always
the youngest and now I’m the
oldest.”
Making that kind of transition helped shape her leadership
traits, something Dingman had
to take time learning about once
he finally saw Goffar on the
court.
“Due to the merger of the two
high schools (Stratford Central
and Stratford Northwestern), I
didn’t really know Morgan other than seeing her play in the
occasional senior game when I
was coaching junior girls in the
fall of 2019,” he said. “Over the
season, she became much more
comfortable sharing her insights
on the game with me and the
team. In game situations, Morgan would put a lot of pressure
on herself to lead the team effort, and I think as the season
progressed she realized she
could rely more on her teammates.”
Being a fifth-year player
helped with that, too, as Dingman pointed out the well of
experience Goffar could draw
from to help get her point across
to the team.
“Her teammates looked up

to her and listened to what she
had to say,” he said. “Aside from
school basketball, Morgan had a
very busy schedule with work,
classes and her travel team in
London. Despite this, she was
able to develop bonds with the
other players on the team, which
I think was important to them.”
The lost season from last year
was a downer, as Goffar missed
out on the chance to play with
her sister for one last season on
the Bears. Dingman said they
never discussed what, if any,
goals Goffar and the team had
coming in to this season. Renovations to the school’s main gym
meant all teams got relocated to
the smaller confines of the second gym, but they were able to
return to their usual home in
time for the playoffs. But dealing with the adversity – both big
and small – meant Dingman’s
job was going to be a little easier
when it mattered.
“Playing on a small court and
having to wear masks while we
played was less than ideal but
better than nothing,” he said.
“Fortunately, our main gym was
ready in time for playoffs, so we
were able to hose those games. I
think a big part of my role was to
instill in the girls the belief that
we had a good team, but that we
would have to stay focused and
committed if we were going to
be successful. I also had to try
to get them to ‘buy in’ to things
we were trying to do in terms of
systems and rotations.”
The long-sought title has been
secured, and the high school
playing career is over. Armed
with her coach’s stamp of approval – Dingman called her a
highly motivated player with a
good understanding of the game
– Goffar has already turned her
sights to the horizon and what
lays ahead.
“I’m planning on pursuing a
career in nursing or the medical
field, but my plans after high
school unquestionably involved
basketball,” she said. “Whether that is playing or coaching, I
don’t know. I’m hoping to play
post-secondary, either at the
university or college level, and I
would love to help coach teams
in the community in the future.”
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Sauder hoping to lead Royals back to WOAA’s throne
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Take a close look at Trevor Sauder when
he’s out there playing hockey. Really, let
your eyes zoom in on his face. What is the
thing that you notice?
Steely eyes? A clenched jaw? Perhaps
someone biting their lip as they try to focus on what’s happening in the whirlwind
around them?
Nah. Chances are you’re going to see
Sauder smiling. For a guy who has played
some high-level hockey, every time he laces ‘em up it’s a gift. Seriously.
“I grew up playing hockey in Tavistock,
and it began with my dad making a backyard rink and spending many hours on it
having fun with friends in the neighbourhood,” he said. “I played minor hockey
here, too. My dad was a goalie and he introduced me to the game, and I just simply
fell in love with it at a young age. Not only
playing organized hockey, but neighbourhood road hockey games, mini sticks and
the backyard rink.”
Sauder didn’t stick around the backyard
rink very long. After going from the Tavistock minor system to ‘AAA’ with the
Waterloo Wolves, Sauder continued to
work up hockey’s food chain: first it was
a multi-year stint with the Stratford Cullitons, followed by suiting up for the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks. But no matter
how big the stage got, Sauder just kept on
smiling.
“For me throughout my hockey experience, the more you enjoy the game and
are having fun playing it, the easier it is,”
he said. “In Tavistock, Waterloo, Stratford and at Laurier, I was very fortunate
to have awesome teammates and friends
that make hockey fun and coming to the
rink enjoyable. I learned from these places that hockey is all about how hard you
work and not necessarily skill. When
I got to Laurier, it made me realize that
you cannot simply just work hard, but you
also need to work smart. From Tavistock,
I was fortunate to have numerous coaches
that helped me out and made hockey fun,
including my dad, Dave Johnson, James
Kropf, Jeff Kaufman and Chad Harmer.”
Current Tavistock Royals head coach
and general manager Brad Stere might
want to send those guys a thank-you note,
since he’s the one currently reaping the
benefits their work with Sauder. Stere said
that Sauder is the kind of player that just
does everything right, which rubs off on
those around him.
“His stops and starts – one of the biggest things you always bug players about
are their stops and starts to get back into
the play, and he’s going that all over the
ice,” Stere said. “Add that to his work ethic and his personality and it’s amazing. If
you’ve ever talked with him, he’s the most
easy-going, personable, polite gentleman
you’ve ever met. He’s everything you look
for in a hockey player.”
Sauder, who leads the Royals in scoring
this season, admits he’s never been the guy
on any team who could handle the puck in

a phone booth or break the glass behind
the net with his shot. He recognized early
on that he was going to need to out-work
everyone else on the ice to make his presence felt, and that’s an edict he sticks to.
“I was very fortunately to have some incredible linemates – in Stratford, I spent
a lot of time playing with Mitch Brooks
and Devon Kropf,” he said. “Both of those
guys were incredible hockey players. Now,
with the Royals, I get to continue playing
with Devon and Angus Rowland, who are
not only teammates but best friends.”
The Cullitons have used Tavistock as
a pipeline for talent for years, so getting
to play Friday nights at the Allman was
something of a dream come true for Sauder. It was either going to be the black &
gold of his hometown Braves or the red,
white and blue of the Cullitons. In each of
his four years there, Sauder helped take
Stratford to the Midwestern Conference
finals but they never broke through. That
didn’t diminish the experience one bit.
“Playing for the Cullitons was a dream
for me. Growing up just down the road in
Tavistock, you always wanted to play in
one place or the other,” he said. “The fan
and community support was incredible in
Stratford, and there was no better feeling
than playing Friday nights at the William
Allman Arena in front of a full barn. I was
also very fortunate to have amazing teammates and create friendships that will last
me forever. I was very fortunate to have
an amazing coaching staff throughout all
four years with Phil Westman, Ty Canal
and Tim Schultz. Many of those years we
overachieved simply getting to the finals,
which was a result from the coaching staff
and team chemistry we had throughout

those years. Although in those four years
we were never able to win, we put our best
foot forward and that’s just hockey.”
Let’s back up a bit here. Did you notice
that Sauder gave credit to his teammates
for his successes? That’s something that
defines him, even now as Stere points out.
“Trevor has an amazing hockey sense,
and that goes back to those starts and stops
– he knows when he’s busting around a
guy going into a corner what’s going to
happen. It’s like he’s already seen how the
play is going to develop ahead of time,”
he said. “It’s like how Gretzky and Howe
used to do, coming down the ice and then
cutting back against the grain. He’s very
good at that. The funny thing is that any
time he scores a beautiful goal, like a
backhander topshelf, the first words out of
his mouth are usually, ‘Oh, I got lucky …’.
That’s all he ever says.”
Usually it’s the small guys that piss off
the other team because they can be like
gnats on the ice – they’re everywhere,
bugging you and raising your level of frustration. But Stere swears that’s not what
feeds Sauder. There isn’t a mean bone in
his body.
He’s just that nice of a guy.
“It’s not in his personality to feed off
another team’s frustration, and he doesn’t
want to see anyone get hurt out there,” he
said. “He helps out with the midget team
in Tavistock and he’s a trainer. Some small
guys play with a chip on their shoulder,
but Trevor’s not like that. I saw him play in
Junior ‘B’ and I know he had a lot of guys
coming at him then, so he’s developed a
good sense for when the play is shaping
up that way. There were teams back then
that were probably told to run him, and he

knows when it’s coming so he can turn the
other way and avoid it.”
Now think back to what Sauder said
about ‘that’s just hockey’ during his time
with the Cullitons and coming up short in
the chase for a championship. It’s doubtful
that anyone who works as hard as Sauder
does wouldn’t savour a title to the fullest,
so it might be the perfect confluence of
events for him and the Royals this season.
It’s been almost a decade since Tavistock
last made the ‘AA’ finals in the Western
Ontario Athletic Association (WOAA)
playoffs, and both Sauder and Stere know
it’s an uphill climb at the best of times
when one team has to size up some stiff
competition just to get there.
With the regular season winding down
and the playoffs around the corner, coach
and player are already working on their
post-season focus.
“I think the league is very strong this
year, and it seems like any team can beat
any other team,” Sauder said. “I think the
first goal we have it to make it to the ‘AA’
side this year and see what happens in the
playoffs. We have some great veterans
like Geoff Killing, Sean Leslie and Mitch
Facey who have played in the league for
numerous year – that always helps to have
experience. The team is a fun group of
guys to be around, and we enjoy coming
to the rink.”
It’s a slightly different outlook for Stere,
who was around the last time the Royals
were crowned ‘AA’ champions in 2008.
There are similarities and some minor differences, but the ingredients all seem to be
there … waiting to be mixed together just
the right way.
“To compare with the team that we had
here in ’08 that won the ‘AA’, that team
was built around a Tavistock core which
is similar to what we have this season,” he
said. “We’ve got a lot of guys from around
here that are at least Junior ‘B’-quality
players, and we might’ve had a little more
talent (in ’08) but the camaraderie on this
team is one of the best I’ve ever seen as far
as everybody being involved. That championship team had a few different factions
where guys would go off and do things on
their own, but this group does everything
together. And that’s a good quality to have
in a team. Having that level of camaraderie on a team can make up for the slight
difference in talent, and I think Trevor is
a huge part of that. He’s one of the main
cogs of our team because of how he builds
everyone else up – they seem him going
and that just gets everyone else fired up.”
Title or not, Sauder knows why he’s out
there. He sees the competition – internally
and externally – for exactly what it is, and
he’s okay with whatever happens next.
“For me, hockey still provides excitement and fun,” he said. “I’m not on the ice
as much as I used to be and I’m probably
getting a little rustier, but coming to the
rink and playing hockey with my close
buddies Deven, Angus and Tristan, and
being coached by Tyson (Zehr) makes it
enjoyable to come to the rink. That’s why
I’m out here – for the enjoyment of it.”
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Warriors one point back of second place to start
the new year
and a 0.921 save percentage. Just four
days later, the QMJHL’s Acadie-Bathurst
Titan signed 17-year-old Warriors star defenseman Ty Higgins. In 27 games with
Stratford, the Shakespeare-native had
10 goals and 28 points, making him the
league’s highest-scoring blueliner so far
this season. On January 11th, the Warriors added to their blueline by signing
19-year-old London-native Kyle McAuley. The 6'3", 209-pound McAuley has
appeared in three GOJHL seasons split
between Brantford, Chatham, and St.
Thomas.
The team had a repeating theme early in
December as 4-3 was a popular score for
the Warriors to start the month, as it was
the final in each of their first three games
in December. First, Stratford defeated the
Ayr Centennials 4-3 on December 3rd,
followed by a 4-3 shootout loss to the Elmira Sugar Kings on December 5th. The
Warriors returned home on December
10th where they defeated the Cambridge
RedHawks in overtime, again by a score
of 4-3.
The game was far less close when the
Warriors went on the road to Brantford
to take on the Bandits on December 12th.

The struggling Bandits simply were
overmatched, getting blown out 11-2 by
the visitors from Stratford. In the second
period, the Warriors outshot the Bandits
26-6 and, in the third frame, outscored
Brantford 6-0. Sheldon Pryce recorded
a hat-trick and was one of six players
to put up three points in the contest. All
but three Stratford players didn’t register
a point in the blowout victory and Tyler
Bouck earned the win in goal. Forward
Ethan Martin was assessed a five-minute
major penalty in the third period for interference from the bench, which subsequently earned him a two-game suspension.
On December 16th and 17th, the Warriors played Ayr in a back-to-back, homeand-home series. The Centennials managed to win both contests despite being
outshot by Stratford in both games. On
the 16th, Luke Fritz managed to lone
Stratford goal as the Warriors fell 3-1.
The next night, back at the William Allman Arena, the Centennials again had
the Warriors’ number, beating the home
side 4-2. Higgins and Drew Ferris scored
for the Warriors.
In their final game of the month on

December 19th, the Warriors got back
on track with a big 5-4 overtime victory
over the first-place Kitchener-Waterloo
Siskins. The Siskins opened the scoring
just over halfway through the first period but just a minute and five seconds later, Callan Christener scored the first of
three Stratford goals in the opening stanza. Hunter Nagge and Zac McCann also
found the scoresheet before the end of
the first period. The Siskins then scored
three straight goals, including the only
goal of the second period and two in the
first eight minutes of the third before McCann’s second of the game on the powerplay with just over five minutes to play in
the third tied the game at 4-4. In the extra frame, it took just one minute and 14
seconds for Camden Daigle to win it for
Stratford with his 14th goal of the season.
Marcus Vandenberg picked up the win in
net for the Warriors.
Ontario’s closure of most indoor sports
facilities means that it will be at least
two-to-three weeks before the GOJHL
season can resume. The league is looking
at every possible option to complete the
season, including condensing the remainder of the schedule.

That victory was the start of a threegame
winning streak for the Fighting
Stratford Times Regional Reporter
Irish, the second win of which came on
The youngest team in the Western On- December 11th when the first-place Elora
tario Super Hockey League is continuing Rocks visited the William Allman Arena.
to grow and improve as evidenced by a About halfway through the first period,
successful December in which the Strat- Matt Granger opened the scoring for Stratford Fighting Irish won three of the four ford with Brent Denny making it 2-0 ungames.
der a minute later. Elora got on the board
Although the month of December start- just over two minutes later before each side
ed with a 6-4 loss to the Strathroy Jets, the added another goal, making it 3-2 at the
squad from Stratford quickly got back on end of the first period. Ray Robbins scored
track the following day with a 6-4 win of the third Stratford goal with just over fivetheir own against the Tillsonburg Thunder. and-a-half minutes remaining in the opening 20 minutes.
Both goals recorded in the middle
frame belonged to the Fighting Irish,
with Brendon Merritt and Sean O’Brien
tallying goals eight minutes apart. Stratford kept their foot on the gas pedal
in the third period as Tanner Ferreira
The Stratford Times is published every
scored the home team’s sixth goal of the
second Friday of each month.
game. Just under 30 seconds later, the
Rocks cut the lead to three goals, but
Check in pick up locations for the new copy
just half a minute later, the Fighting Irish
or sign up for an email when the new issue
retook their four-goal lead as Cameron
is released at www.stratfordtimes.com
Stokes made it 7-3. That would hold up
as the final score with Nathan Torchia
recording the win in goal.
UPCOMING ISSUES
One week later, the Fighting Irish
pushed their unbeaten streak to three
Friday, February 11, 2022
games with a 10-0 drubbing of the AlFriday, March 11, 2022
vinston Killer Bees. Hayden Broomhead’s opening goal went down as the
Friday, April 8, 2022
game-winner as netminder Torchia shut
Friday, May 13, 2022
the door on the Killer Bees. Granger
once again contributed a first-period
Friday, June 10, 2022
goal, stretching Stratford’s lead to 2-0
by the end of the first. The Fighting Irish
To advertise in these upcoming issues email
then really opened the game up in the
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

second period, scoring four goals going
into the final stanza. Stokes scored twice
with O’Brien and Mitchell Casey also recording goals. Casey’s goal was one of five
points he posted in the victory. The third
period played out much like the second,
with the Fighting Irish once again scoring
four times. Clayton Lewis and Graham
Brulotte scored about seven minutes apart
before Broomhead and Robbins added tallies in the final half of the period.
“We’re continuing to improve and grow
as a team,” said Fighting Irish Head Coach
Jamie Petrie. “This last month especially,
we’ve gotten a total and complete buy-in
by our group to compete with speed and
tenacity every game without losing that
structure.”
As always, giving back to the community has been arguably the most important
aspect of the Fighting Irish’s presence in
the community. According to Petrie, that
also grew and intensified as the holiday
season came around.
“We continue to stamp our place in the
community off the ice,” Petrie said. “What
we do in the community, from giving back
to charity and groups in need, to holding
special event games, and doing what we
can to help people in our area, that’s just
as important if not more so than what happens on the ice.”
On December 21st, Petrie, on behalf of
the entire Fighting Irish organization, presented a donation of non-perishable food
items to the Stratford Salvation Army food
bank. Just three days earlier, in their final
game before the holiday break, the Fighting Irish presented two post-secondary
students with $100 each to help pay for

their education. Also on the 18th, they
gave away 25 gifts generously donated
by local Stratford businesses. The team
thanked Joe’s Diner, Fore! Everyone Golf,
Domino’s Pizza, Black Angus, Connor
Rankin from Wilson Art, Costco, Sleeman
Breweries, Heritage Hops, Steve & Anne
Vaters, Mr. Sub, SportChek, Boarshead,
Rocky Mountain Chocolates, Jeff Morris,
and Tim Hortons for donating gifts.
Following the provincial government’s
new restrictions announced on January
3rd, the WOSHL season was put on hold.
In a statement, the league expressed disappointment and regret in having to announce that “all league activities” will be
postponed until January 31st, 2022. One
WOSHL game in December was postponed featuring the Alvinston Killer Bees
and Strathroy Jets after a Jets’ player tested positive for COVID-19. The player immediately went into isolation and no other Strathroy players tested positive. The
Fighting Irish had seven games scheduled
for the month of January.
The signings come as forwards Graham
Brulotte and Tanner Ferreira have signed
pro contracts in Germany while goaltender Nathan Torchia has signed with the
University of Windsor. Petrie commented about the departures, saying "I'm very
proud of all three for the opportunities
they've found, and I'm glad our hockey
club had a hand in helping facilitate these
opportunities. They're huge losses, Nathan was the best goalie in our league and
Graham and Tanner both brought excellent attributes on and off the ice, but again,
I'm just happy for them and the chances
they have."

SPENCER SEYMOUR
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

Four victories in December helped the
Stratford Warriors maintain their place in
the top three of the GOJHL’s Midwestern
Conference but some of the team’s biggest news came off the ice.
New restrictions announced by the provincial government on January 3rd have
resulted in a pause on the GOJHL season
through at least January 26th. Prior to the
announcement, the Warriors had a game
against the Caledon Bombers postponed
due to COVID-19 protocol. However, the
off-ice news also included several roster
moves by the Warriors as, on December
27th, Stratford traded 19-year-old forward
Nash Glover to the Komoka Kings. This
was Glover’s first season in the GOJHL
and, in 27 games in Stratford, the London-native had four goals and 13 points.
He joins a Kings team currently sitting in
third place in the Western Conference.
The same day, the Warriors also signed
20-year-old goaltender Sean Andrus. The
Oshawa-native most recently suited up in
three pre-season games for the St. Marys
Lincolns in which he record one shutout

Three-game winning streak lifts Fighting Irish into third place
in WOSHL before season put on pause

SPENCER SEYMOUR
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Stratford boasts pair on top-ranked Lakers squad
Regional ‘AAA’ team trails CSKA Moscow in global ranking

PAT PAYTON
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

Two Stratford boys are members of one of the best ‘AAA’
hockey teams in the world.
Twins Maddyx and Hudsyn
Chaput play forward for the U13
Huron-Perth Lakers, who currently have a 33-4-2 record and
are ranked first in their age group
in both Ontario and Canada, and
second in the world.
My Hockey Rankings ranks
the U13 Lakers No. 1 in their
age group (12 year olds) in the
province and nation. Two of
their losses this season came in
tournaments earlier this season
against Don Mills, which is rated
No. 2.
Globally, the World Hockey
Hub ranks the Lakers second
behind CSKA Moscow among
teams stocked with 2009-born
players. Eleven of the H-P players are from Perth and Huron
counties, including Ethan Henderson and goalie Vaughn Barr,
of St. Marys. Seven of the players
hail from the South Huron area.
The first-place team has a perfect 19-0 regular-season record,
and the Lakers have out-scored
their opponents 135-24. They
sit 22 points ahead of the second-place Waterloo Wolves.
Set bar high before season
Coach Krys Barch has coached

U13HP

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

The U13 Huron-Perth Lakers ‘AAA’ hockey team is having a tremendous 2021-22 season, and is currently
ranked No. 1 in both Ontario and Canada, and No. 2 in the world. From left, front row: Vaughn Barr, Maddyx
Chaput, Ethan Henderson, Cullen Kerslake, Kane Barch, Benjamin Trebicky, Jack Taylor and Andrew Menlove. Back row: Assistant coach Mitch deBoer, trainer Rob Henderson, Hudsyn Chaput, Grayson Parker,
Clark deBoer, Lyndon Cabral, Jake Murray, Matthew Henderson, Hudson Leenders, Dante D'Andrea, Jesse
Debruyn, head coach Krys Barch and assistant coach Adam Gibb.

many of the players since Minor
Atom in 2018-19, and calls them
a “special group.” The Grand
Bend resident admits setting the
bar high at the start of the 202122 season.
“The boys put in a tremendous
amount of work, and they also
have a tremendous amount of
passion,” Barch told the Independent recently. “They’re being
rewarded for it. It’s really nice to
see these kids put themselves on
the map.
“I also believe we have a strong
internal group, and nobody is

above another. They all impact
the game.”
Eight seasons in the NHL
With no games in the 2019-20
season, players honed their skills
in practice and through Axis
Hockey Systems, a company
co-owned by Barch, who played
eight seasons in the NHL before
joining the Buffalo Sabres as a
skills/player development coach.
He held that position for five seasons until 2020.
“During that time, I was in
Finland, Sweden, Russia and
Czechoslovakia and dealt with all

the prospects entering the NHL,”
Barch said. “I would mentor all
our prospects over there.
“I would also see how some of
those European countries structured their minor hockey programs. We’re very focused on
game play here. But over there,
they’re about four hours of practice/development to every one
hour for games. With the Lakers,
we’re trying to get to that European model.”
The Lakers have one tournament win (in Ottawa) on their
resume this season, and they’re

hoping to add another May 9-15
at the prestigious 62nd annual
Quebec Peewee event. It’s a tournament Wayne Gretzky played in
as a youngster.
Competing in another Alliance
championship and an Ontario
Hockey Federation tournament
are also goals for the Barch’s
Lakers when the province allows
minor hockey teams back on the
ice.
“The rewards are those championships, but for me it’s the process,” Barch summed up. “It’s
more about teaching these young
men. It’s about sticking to the
process. You don’t grow by success, you grow by failure.”
Notes:
–Barch, who was a member of
the OHL’s London Knights for
three seasons in the late 1990s,
played four full seasons and
parts of two others with the Dallas Stars. He also played with the
Florida Panthers and New Jersey
Devils.
Altogether, the 41-year-old
Hamilton native played a total of
381 games in the NHL.
–An assistant coach with the
U13 Lakers is Adam Gibb. “The
boys have put in a lot of extra
time,” he told the newspaper.
“It’s been kind of cool to see it
pay off. It’s pretty cool to see a
small centre like Huron-Perth get
ranked so high. It’s rare to see.”

Stratford Skating Club shows
well at December Classic

The Stratford Skating Club (SSC) hosted
its annual Super Series-Stratford December Classic this past December. This competition is a provincial qualifying event for
the Skate Ontario Championships in late
March.
Over 565 skaters were welcomed to the
Stratford Rotary Complex from across the
province to compete in a number of different categories. Due to Covid-19 regulations

IN FORM

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Rachel Poole of the Innisfil Figure Skating
Club glides across the ice during her routine at the Stratford Skating Club's competition, held in December at the RBC Arena.

this year, this event was judge remotely to
ensure that numbers at the facility were
kept to a minimum.
The Stratford Skating Club was represented by two skaters at this event this
year. Austin Phillips place 2nd in the Star 9
over 14 Men’s event. He also placed 1st in
the Gold Men’s event. Alyssa Logan placed
13th in the Women’s Gold Artistic event.
The Club has just wrapped a successful
return to the ice this fall. They were able
to get all of their figure skating and learn
to skate programs running again this year
in the City arenas. Many skaters were very
happy to have skating lessons return to
the rinks this fall as the province began its
reopening from the shutdowns of the past
season.
The Stratford Skating Club will hit the ice
again in January with a full slate of learn to
skate and figure skating programs for the
Winter session. This session will run from
January to the end of March 2022.  
In the new year, many other Stratford
skaters will take place at various competitions around the province, from Grimsby to Norwich, to Durham to Milton. For
any information about the Stratford Skating Club, please check out their website
at www.stratfordskating.ca.

WEARING OUR HEART ON OUR SLEEVES

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Megan Howe proud owner of Howe Authentic hockey training partnered with the Stratford
Minor Girls Hockey Association second year in a row to give back within our community. A
variety of Aces athletes participated in a Christmas Blitz event consisting of off ice skillsshooting/ stick handling tactics and dryland training with Howe Authentic owner Megan
Howe. This year we were able to donate $1000 to Stratford Kiwanis club- Christmas basket
fund, feeding 150 individuals within our community at Christmas time. “This is a huge
win for us and I’m extremely proud of the girls accomplishment, dedication they showed
toward this event! Coming together at Christmas time, makes us all that much stronger
when we work together
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Five Sabrecats named All-Ontario athletes

Fullarton’s Makayla Roy earns same status from Athletics Ontario
PAT PAYTON
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

Five U14 athletes with the
Stratford Sabrecats Track Club
were awarded 2021 All-Ontario status at the Athletics Ontario Awards Gala on Dec. 14-15.
They are: Abraham Bender,
12, Kaleb Dingman, 13, Myles
Clinton, 13, Nola Ma, 13, and
Andre Mollet, 13.
The following are their results at the Rising Stars Championships (provincial championships for U8, U10, U12, and
U14 held in three regions).
Abraham Bender (sprints)
- First 80 metres; Second 300
metres.
Kaleb Dingman (distance)
- First 2,000 metres; Second
1,200 metres.
Myles Clinton (hurdles, distance) - First 80m hurdles; First
200m hurdles; Fourth 800m.
Nola Ma (sprints/hurdles) -

First 80m hurdles; First 200m
hurdles; seventh 80m.
Andre Mollet (throws) - First
discus; First javelin.
Ma and Clinton also competed in the Tetrathlon in the
provincial Combined Events
Championship, finishing first
and second respectively.
“We're very proud of the
achievements, not only of these
athletes, but of so many others
as well,” Sabrecats’ coach Nathan Good said.
“As a result of their efforts,
the Sabrecats placed third in
the province in the U14 division. We were fourth in the U16
division. In the U12 division,
we placed sixth with just two
athletes competing. Chloe McCabe and Graeme Froud both
placed first in all three of their
events. As a small and relatively new club, we are very proud
of these results,” Good added.
Makayla Roy, who competes

MAKAYLA ROY
for the Brantford Track and
Field club, was also recognized
as an All-Ontarian this past
season.
The 20-year-old from Fullarton recently completed her first
semester at the University of
North Texas, where she’s part
of the school’s Division 1 javelin team after having graduated
from Northwestern Secondary
School in Stratford.

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Graeme Froud, left, Myles Clinton and Kaleb Dingman pose for a photo
after a successful weekend last summer with the Stratford Sabrecats
Track Club.

Three CBHFM board members on most influential baseball list

The top 100 most influential Canadians
in baseball for 2021 has been released by
Bob Elliott and the Canadian Baseball
Network.
The list includes three Canadian Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum board
members as well as CBHFM Director of
Operations Scott Crawford.
No. 37 - Board Member Elizabeth Benn
Elizabeth Benn works for Major League
Baseball in New York City.
As coordinator of baseball operations,
Benn provides support for the administration of player transactions, waivers
and roster management. During the year,
the Toronto native disseminates the daily
waiver bulletin and serves as a point-ofcontact for team operations staff with regards to the interpretation of MLB rules
and the Basic Agreement.
In addition, she manages programs related to the development and education
of players and staff, with an emphasis
on providing playing and career development opportunities for women in the

STRATFORD TIMES
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game, playing an integral role in helping
advance programs like Take the Field and
other women's development at the amateur level through RBI, the Breakthrough
Series, the Elite Development Invitational, MLB Grit and USA Baseball National
Team organizations.
Benn also coordinates
programs such as MLB's
social media screening for
Minor League and draft eligible players, MLB's women's locker room accommodations policy, and works
with the Players Alumni
Association to develop
player programs.
No. 80 - Board Chair Jeremy Diamond and CBHFM Director of Operations Scott Crawford
The January 2022 elections will be the second
with Jeremy Diamond as
the new chair of the Hall in
stratfordtimes@gmail.com St. Marys. The COVID-19
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pandemic has him pitching an induction
shutout. An experienced expert with 25
years in fundraising, Diamond (North
York, Ont.) took over in June, 2020 from
St. Marys native Adam Stephens.
In 2020, Justin Morneau (New Westminster, B.C.), John Olerud, Duane Ward
and broadcaster Jacques Doucet (Montreal, Que.) were elected, but they have
not been inducted. Regular elections
were not held in 2020 or 2021.
However, the Hall's Board of Directors
elected: Bob Addy (Port Hope, Ont.),
James F. Cairns (Saskatoon, Sask.), Helen
(Callaghan) Candaele St. Aubin (Vancouver, B.C.), Jimmy Claxton (Wellington,
B.C.), Charlie Culver (Montreal, Que.),
William 'Hipple' Galloway (Dunnville,
Ont.), Roland Gladu (Montreal, Que.),
Vern Handrahan (Charlottetown, P.E.I.),
Manny McIntyre (Devon, N.B.), Joe Page
(Montreal, Que.), Ernie Quigley (Newcastle, N.B.), Hector Racine (La Prairie,
Que.), Jimmy Rattlesnake (Hobbema,
Alta.), Jean-Pierre Roy (Montreal, Que.),
Fred Thomas (Windsor, Ont.), Roy Yamamura (Vancouver, B.C.) and the 1877
London Tecumsehs. They were inducted
virtually on Nov. 16, 2021.
Scott Crawford (Georgetown, Ont.) is
hoping to be as busy as he always is on
induction weekend -- doing the work of
four people -- on June 18, 2022. The new
building includes the R. Howard Webster Foundation visitors' lounge, curator
Christi Hudson's exhibits, and the Harry
Simmons Memorial Library and Centre
for Canadian Research which houses
one-of-a-kind historic documents and artifacts.
No. 81 Board Member Mike Wilner
CBHFM board member Mike Wilner
writes for the Toronto Star. He was a
Blue Jays' broadcaster for 20 years be-

fore that.
Maybe his best piece in 2021 was Wilner's story on A's Tony Kemp watching former Oakland teammate Marcus Semien celebrate a game-winning,
three-run, ninth-inning homer at Rogers
Centre.
"It gives me chills talking about it
now," Kemp told Wilner. "The place was
electric and it wasn't full." Then, Kemp
showed Wilner his goose bumps. Semien
took former teammates to dinner before
the opener: Khris Davis, Matt Olson,
Matt Chapman, Mark Canha, James
Kaprielian and Kemp, who explained
Sieman paid, adding "that's what happens when you pay it forward. You pay
for dinner, you hit walk-off home runs."
Best podcasts included: talking Jack
Graney winner John Lott into a guest
spot, former Jay Josh Donaldson, the
Canada Day show with Larry Walker
(Maple Ridge, B.C.), John Axford (Port
Dover, Ont.) Dan Shulman (Toronto,
Ont.) and Joe Siddall (Windsor, Ont.) and
a Tom Cheek tribute with former president Paul Beeston and ex-Star columnist
Dave Perkins.
Former sports columnist
Bob Elliott, meanwhile, does the baseball rankings each year. He is a former
sports columnist, who covered professional baseball in Canada. He began his
newspaper career in 1978 as a reporter for the Ottawa Citizen, covering the
Montreal Expos, before leaving in 1986
to cover the Toronto Blue Jays for the Toronto Sun.
In 2016, Elliott stepped back from the
newspaper business to concentrate on his
website, the Canadian Baseball Network.
In 2015, the Mississauga resident was inducted into the Canadian Baseball Hall
of Fame and Museum.
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Café Bouffon
70 Ontario St Upper Level • 519-273-6666
www.cafebouffon.ca

RESTAURANT GUIDE

Brunch beautifully at Café Bouffon
LAUREN EEDY
Stratford Times Correspondent

In the heart of Stratford, Café Bouffon
operates upstairs at 70 Ontario Street. Offering classic and elevated French dishes
for both lunch and dinner, the Café has
expanded its repertoire to include a fabulous weekend brunch menu along with
a selection of coffees, hot beverages,
brunch cocktails, champagne and French
pastries.
The impressive interior is sophisticated,
yet creates an inviting atmosphere with
comfy seating, a warm setting to escape
the chilly elements of this season, welcoming staff and of course tantalizing offerings. Usually our experience coming to
Café Bouffon has been for a special dinner or to pick up a box of pastries to share

at home but we jumped at the opportunity
to reserve a table for their Boxing Week
Brunch which we selected to celebrate
New Year’s Eve day on.
Proprietor Larry McCabe has really
outdone himself offering this gem to the
Stratford culinary scene with Chefs Yva
Santini and Kevin Donkers at the helm of
the menu.
From sweet and savoury pastries and
crepes to heartier selections such as Croque Madame and French Onion Soup as
well colourful salads, there is something
to be enjoyed by even the most discerning of tastes. It is a habit of mine to study
menus and I knew immediately what I
was going to order weeks ahead of our
reservation; I was elated with my selection of the Eggs Benedict which was comprised of crispy poached eggs on brioche

Eggs Benedict

(LAUREN EEDY PHOTO)

The most comprehensive & useful business directory...

...ever!

WE’RE BUILDING A COMPREHENSIVE “LOCAL” DIRECTORY FOR
BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS, BIG OR SMALL.
(Even if you don’t show up on Google, if you are local you can
show up in our helpful printed directory!)
Email us at swontario.directory@gmail.com with your business’
name, address and phone number to ensure your inclusion!

STRATFORD TIMES St. Marys Independent
The Wilmot-Tavistock Gazette

toast with hollandaise and Espelette.
I chose to have it with smoked salmon
and greens versus frites, but other options
were McIntosh Farm’s ham or Maitake mushrooms. The poached eggs were
cooked perfectly and the crispy exterior
of them maintained its integrity which
was not only intriguing to me as I’ve never had a crispy poached egg, but it was
incredibly delectable. The greens were a
perfect addition of offset the hearty dish.
My husband on the other hand, who does
share my interest in studying menus, after
much deliberation finally settled on the
Duck Confit Skillet which comprised of
boneless duck confit, Yukon golds, sweet
potato and jalapeños with sunny side eggs
and Downie Street Bakehouse sourdough
toast. Unfortunately, he did not share as
we were both pleased with our selections

Confit Duck Skillet

but remarked, “What can get better than
duck and potatoes for breakfast? There
was so much flavour: it’s like an elevated
steak and eggs”.
After we were both sufficiently suffonsified, we sat back and enjoyed the ambiance before ordering two cream puffs
to take home with us. Overall, our entire
experience was so wonderful, a great way
to conclude 2021 and we look forward to
returning once indoor dining restrictions
are loosened.
Currently, the Café Bouffon is offering
a limited version of brunch and dinner
menus for take out during the month of
January due to said restrictions such as
pastries, crepes and putting together some
items for dinner. Keep an eye out for upcoming announcements via http://www.
cafebouffon.ca/

(LAUREN EEDY PHOTO)

Movie Night at Home courtesy
of Stratford Cinemas

LAUREN EEDY

Stratford Times Correspondent

With current restrictions
in place, Stratford Cinemas
is offering the authentic concession experience for you
to enjoy from the comfort of
your home! Presenting selections of candy, popcorn,
fountain pop and combos,
you can recreate a movie night outright from your
couch.

Curbside pickup will be available
from 2pm-4pm weekends in January, orders
can be placed through
Facebook, Instagram or
via email at stratfordcinemas@gmail.com.
Taxes will be added at
time of purchase.
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Business Excellence Awards nominations now open

Nominations are now being accepted
for the 2022 Stratford & District Chamber of Commerce 26th Annual Business
Excellence Awards (BEA). The Chamber of Commerce BEA Awards offer
businesses the chance to shine and are
an opportunity for businesses to promote advancement of responsible business leadership within the community.
The organizing committee is seeking
public input for the nominations.
Any business or entrepreneur whom
you feel has exemplified leadership, customer service, determination and creativity is eligible to be nominated in any
of the 9 award categories – retail, manufacturing, service, hospitality, non-profit/charitable, professional, commercial,
entrepreneur and innovation.
These businesses will be assessed in

the areas of growth, customer service,
innovation, sales, marketing and promotion, technological advancement,
community support, commitment and
leadership, employee relations/management, and environmental responsibility.
The Non-Profit/Charitable Award will
focus on an organization that has made
an outstanding contribution to the community through involvement and dedication to the community, outstanding
contribution to a supported cause(s),
proven effective/successful fundraising
initiatives, growth, innovation, staff/
management/volunteer relations and
demonstrated leadership.
We will then honour one business with
the Business of the Year award. This
business has leveraged innovation and
demonstrated outstanding performance,

effective leadership, responsive management and quality service over the years
but particularly in the past year. Not only
has this business achieved tangible performance improvements in efficiency,
productivity, competitiveness and market share with their products or services,
they have also developed excellent employee-employer relationships.
The nominees must be within the geographical boundaries of the Stratford &
District Chamber of Commerce, which
includes the City of Stratford, Town of
St Marys, Townships of Perth East and
South, and the Municipality of West
Perth. Nominations can be made by any
individual who knows of a business that
has demonstrated business excellence
and meets the criteria.
Nominations can be made online at the

Stratford & District Chamber of Commerce website: www.stratfordchamber.
com. The nominator should be sure to
indicate on the nomination form why
they are nominating their choice. To
complete the nomination process the
nominee will be asked to provide detailed information on how they meet the
criteria through a questionnaire sent out
by the Chamber of Commerce.
Finally, Chamber board members will
nominate candidates for the Business
Leader award, and ultimately vote on a
winner that will be announced in April
and honoured at the Awards Gala.
Nominations opened in early January,
while the deadline for nominations is
Monday, Feb. 28, 2022. Winners will be
announced at an awards ceremony on
Thursday, October 13.

Safety Tips of the Month

Domestic Violence in our Community

Throughout the year of 2021 the Stratford Police Service received and attended
to 586 domestic related incidents. Charges
were laid in 90 of those incidents, with
nearly 85% of the charged persons being
male. While the numbers from the SPS appear high, the amount of women and children served by Optimism Place and Emily
Murphy Centre, our local women’s shelters
and support services, are more than four
times greater than that of the police. Optimism Place 59 women and 40 children
stayed in their residential program, while
further assisting 259 women through outreach programs and handling 2094 call
to their crisis line and walk-in programs.
Emily Murphy Centre served 64 women
through their residential program, while
assisting 718 other women through various
programs and receiving an additional 142
requests for service by abused women or
concerned friends and family. The Emily

Murphy Centre also served 242 different
children through their children’s therapy
and counselling programs.
The above numbers prove that without
a doubt Domestic Violence and Violence
Against Women, exists within our
communities. Because of this,
the Stratford Police Service has decided to focus this month’s Safety
Tip on Domestic Violence in our Community
and take advantage of this
opportunity to announce a
year-long awareness program, in
which we will be partnering with
Optimism Place and Emily Murphy
Centre to create awareness on this topic and discuss the importance of working
together as a community to end Violence
Against Women.
Together with Optimism Place and

Emily Murphy Centre we aim to provide awareness to survivors of domestic
violence that they are not alone and that
support is available in the community
through any one of our services. Specifically, Stratford Police Service hopes
that by collaborating with Optimism Place and Emily Murphy Centre on this project,
we will improve the relationship between us and
those affected by domestic
violence. We further intend to
create awareness of these issues
to the community as a whole by
continuing to share information regarding the stats on Violence Against
Women in our community, reporting on
specific incidents of Domestic Violence,
and helping you learn how as a member
of our community you can play a role in
preventing Violence Against Women. In-
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formation will be released on a regular
basis by each of our services, as well as
the playing of monthly public service announcements on our local radio stations,
107.7 2Day FM and 107.1 JuiceFM.
It is important to know that as a bystander you can have an enormous impact on
the survivor of domestic violence. Learn
the warning signs, and if you know, or
suspect someone is being abused name
your concern and talk to her in a kind
and compassionate way; a single kind
word can lead to many positive changes.
Confirm your concerns by asking questions and letting her know that you are
there to listen and help in any way that
you can. Most importantly, don’t hesitate
to reach out to any one of our services for
help, advice, or guidance, we are all here
for you 24-hours a day, 7-days a week.
Together as a community we can all help
prevent Violence Against Women.

PICK UP
LOCATIONS

Email stratfordtimes@gmail.com to suggest other pick up locations!
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THE FABULOUS FOODIE: Happy New Year

DANIELLE WILLIAMS
Stratford Times Correspondent

I hope all my readers had a
wonderful break over the Christmas and New Year period! Did
you go ahead and let yourself enjoy the fun? Or did you spend the
entire time stressed about what
you “should” or “shouldn’t” be
eating? I hope that you were able
to enjoy some delicious foods
without the guilt, and that you
were able to maintain energy so
that you could enjoy the time off!
Now it’s the beginning of a new
year - 2022!! We are all wondering what it holds in store for us,
and I know some of you must be
filled with dread! With that being
said, we are all trying to lead a

semi-normal life and I imagine
some of you have given yourself
New Years resolutions! Do your
New Year’s resolutions revolve
around diet? If so, I implore you
to think a little differently this
year; these resolutions often
make you miserable and rarely
work long term. Life shouldn’t
have to be miserable!!
What if this year, you could
have a change of thought about
how to eat? What if this was the
year that you stop beating yourself up all the time? What if 2022
was the year that you break the
cycle of endless diets, deprivation, and unhappiness. What if
2022 was the year that you found
a way to be happy with your
body and find joy in life?
When I let go of perceptions
that I had about food my entire
life, I learned to enjoy food and
not think about it 24/7! I was that
person who spent my entire day
worrying about what I could eat
and how many calories I’d had;
and I have to tell you it didn’t
lead to a very happy and fulfilled
life! For me it was all about how
skinny I was, which in my mind

was not skinny enough! That
kind of mindset is not just about
food, that’s about how your brain
is working!
I see apps like Noom who
claim to help you with this, but
ultimately it’s still calorie counting and it’s still for life; so it’s
still a diet! Imagine counting
calories every day for the rest of
your life, do you really believe
that is sustainable? I sure don’t!
I speak to so many people this
time of year that are jumping on
the latest bandwagon and doing
the latest diet without any professional help and it makes me
so frustrated. Some of these diets are dangerous! The carnivore
diet means you only eat meat;
you miss out on essential nutrients that support immune health,
and reduce your risk of cancers
and other chronic diseases.
Going vegan without any
kind of support from someone
who understands the nutritional needs of the body is another
dangerous diet. Eating enough
of all nine of the essential amino
acids is much harder as a vegan;
these essential amino acids are

COMING EVENTS
WHALE OF A TALE STORYTIME
(VIRTUAL)
Every Monday; 6:30 p.m.
Stratford Public Library, Facebook
Looking for ways to make learning to read
a playful and fun experience for the whole
family? Join Trish every Monday evening
for interactive storytelling, songs, puppets,
and literacy activities. Cuddle up in your PJs
in the comfort of your own home to read,
sing and play along!
Visit the Stratford Public Library's Facebook
page to join in the fun!
PINTS & PAGES
Every third Tuesday
Stratford Public Library, Zoom
Join us for Pints & Pages and discuss
whatever it is you've been reading - a book,
a magazine, a blog, or even a Twitter thread!
This bookless book club meets at 6:30pm
on the third Tuesday of every month. New
members are welcome! Questions? Contact
Robyn at rgodfrey@stratford.ca or 519-2710220 x132.

YOUTH GROUP
Every Friday at 6 p.m.
North Park Community Church,
382 Britannia St, Stratford
We have an amazing youth group that meets
weekly with a bunch of fun things we do.
We talk about God, life and how the two
intersect everyday. We play games and serve
the community of Stratford together.
Junior Youth (Gr.6&7) is from 6-8pm
Senior Youth (Gr.8+) is from 7:30-9:30pm
OPEN MIC NIGHT AT JOBSITE
Thursday, January 20, 2022; 5:30 p.m. - 8
p.m.
Jobsite Brewing Co., 45 Cambria St.,
Stratford
New performers every 15 mins. Open Mics
are continuing bi-weekly on Thursdays.
FAMILY LITERACY DAY
January 24-28
Stratford Public Library
Explore our outdoor self-directed family
literacy activities in front of the library from
January 24-28. Please remember to keep a
safe social distance from other participants.

required for the production of
hormones, cells and enzymes.
Without them you start to degrade your own muscle to scavenge it, and this is risky! Before
I hear a revolt from vegans and
vegetarians everywhere, I’m
not saying that you can’t have
a healthy vegan/vegetarian diet.
I’m saying that you need to know
what you are doing!!
Your body gives you hunger
cues for a reason, it means that
the cells are asking for something that they need. Ultimately, eating is just common sense;
without food you can’t function,
but it has to be the right kind of
food.
The only food group I automatically cut from anyone's diet
is processed foods and drinks.
Diet drinks have artificial sweeteners that are excito-toxins
which can affect the neurons in
the brain, causing altered brain
function! Processed foods can
fill you up temporarily, but you
are not going to feel satiated
for long - the reason for this? It
doesn’t fuel your cells!!! It might
fill your stomach, but it doesn’t
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get metabolised into useful nutrients that the cells can use.
Whatever your reason for
thinking about how you eat,
make sure that you do it with
health in mind. If the reason is
weight loss, do that with health
in mind; when we give the body
the nutrients it needs we automatically get to a healthy weight.
If it’s because you are worried
about long term health, then ensuring you get all the nutrients
that the brain and other organs
need is the right way to go!
Depriving yourself of food is
NEVER a good option! Eating
proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
fruit and vegetables is the baseline to start from and if you are
struggling with that - it’s what
I’m here for. If you are doing that
and still struggling, come talk to
me to see if I can help you!
Thanks for reading and until
next time… keep well.
Danielle Williams is a Registered Nutritionist and can
be found at www.daniellewilliamsnutrition.com and on Instagram and Facebook at @daniellewilliamsnutrition

Email to inquire
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

This year's theme is "Learning in the Great
Outdoors".
WINTER FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
Until January 28, 2022; 5:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Stratford Market Square, Stratford
Festival - Avon Theatre, Shakespearean
Gardens, Tom Patterson Island
ADULT ART EVENT- VISITING
CARDINAL
Tuesday, February 8, 2022; 6:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m.
Knight & Clay, 155 Erie St., Stratford
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED BEFORE
JANUARY 30, 2022. The artist fee is $40.00
which includes all supplies and instructions
for you to complete your art. LIMITED
SEATING AVAILABLE.
STRATFORD WINTERFEST
Saturday, February 19th, 2022; 10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Check out the schedule on our website to
keep up with all the fun winter events that
are happening. www.stratfordwinterfest.ca

TOYS, GAMES & COLLECTIBLES
SHOW
Saturday, March 13, 2022; 9:30 a.m. 3:00 p.m.
Festival Inn, 1144 Ontario St., Stratford
Enjoy 40+ tables full of Transformers, G.I.
Joe, Board and Video Games, Funko Pops,
Hot Wheels, YuGiOh Cards, and so much
more! Admission is $2 per person, children
12 and under free.

The Stratford Times recognizes
that some events have been
impacted
by
provincial
restrictions. We have listed
these events only as a guide, and
we encourage you to contact
event organizers to find out any
added precautions they have for
attendance.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO STAY UPDATED
Facebook StratfordTimesNewspaper | Twitter @Stratford_Times | Instagram @Stratford_Times
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OH, THE PLACES WE'LL GO: A hotel that is a
destination in its own right

PAUL KNOWLES
Contributor

The Fairmont chain of hotels
is highly reputed, all over the
world. There are Fairmont hotels
on five continents, and a few incidental islands. With nineteen
hotels located across this country, Canada can claim as many
Fairmonts as the United States,
and more than any other country
– and virtually every Fairmont
in Canada is a destination in its
own right.
I have been able to stay at several Canadian Fairmonts – The
Chateau Frontenac in Québec
City, the Empress in Victoria,
the Queen Elizabeth in Montréal, the Royal York in Toronto,
and most recently the Chateau
Laurier in Ottawa.
These are hotels steeped in
history, originally parts of the
venerable Canadian Pacific Hotels chain. They reflect another
era of the hospitality business,
with grand lobbies, gold gilt,
sparkling chandeliers, and spa-

The Fairmont Chateau Laurier, the "heart" of Ottawa.

cious ballrooms. These are tourism destinations for visitors who
wander through for a look at the
over-the-top décor.
Who can blame them?
At the Chateau Laurier, which
opened in 1912, history is on
display everywhere. There are
pictures of famous visitors –
royals, entertainers, politicians
up to and including Winston
Churchill. There is an in-house
art gallery offering exceptional
Inuit carvings and other original art. There is the connection

(PAUL KNOWLES PHOTO)

One example of the over-the-top décor in the venerable hotel.

with famed portrait photographer Yousuf Karsh, who had his
studio here from 1972-1993, and
whose photographs hang on the
walls of the Reading Lounge at
Zoe’s, the restaurant named for
the wife of Wilfrid Laurier. And
of course, there is high tea.
We were fortunate enough to
stay at the Chateau, enjoying
the perks of being in the Fairmont Gold floor– an innovation
that you will find right across
the Fairmont chain. These hotels
have put a huge stress on excellent service, and Fairmont Gold
is one of their finest examples.
A concierge welcomes guests as
you enter your floor; the lounge
offers the most elaborate “continental breakfast” imaginable – I
expect they had to restock every
time I visited the smoked salmon platter; there’s an evening
reception where it was clear that
“appetizers” could mean “full
course meal” if you so chose,
and so on.
I am especially impressed
that these hotels have managed
to provide top-flight service
through these very challenging
times, but they have, indeed. But
it has not been easy. We had a
drink with Deneen Perrin, marketing and media director at the
Fairmont Chateau Laurier, and
she candidly shared the kind of
challenges the hotel – like all of
its sister establishments – has
faced through the pandemic.
On March 21, 2020, the hotel
closed, completely, and remained
shut until June of that year. Some
staff members retired or moved
on, at that point. But she says

(PAUL KNOWLES PHOTO)

that in June, the Chateau Laurier re-opened, with most of the
staff happily returning, plus a
fair number of new, but highly
trained, staff, and “new energy”. From that re-opening, she
told me, there has been “a steady
recovery… There’s been a lot of
occupancy on the weekends, especially.”
She added, “People are starting
to feel that hospitality is back.”
That should not be surprising
– the Chateau Laurier is often
described as the heart of Ottawa, located an easy walk from
the Parliament buildings, the
National Gallery, the Museum of
History, the Byward Market, the
Rideau Canal, and a lot more.
So, especially in this time when
we are travelling within Canada’s borders, Ottawa is a great
place to visit – Deneen calls it “a
really special kind of city” – and
the Chateau is a perfect headquarters.

Is it pricey? Sure. But it’s such
a great experience that it makes
the investment worthwhile.
It’s also an ideal place for people watching. Celebrities and
world leaders still make it their
home base when they are in our
nation’s capital, and Deneen told
me that there is one staff member whose sole job is “to take
care of all the embassies and all
the delegations.”
The drink I had with Deneen
says a lot about the uniqueness
of the Chateau Laurier. It’s
called “The Statesman”, and
it’s an unusual combination of
ingredients – Canadian Club
100% Rye Whisky, Laphroaig
Scotch, Maple Syrup, House
Bitters, Cedar Smoke, and Fresh
Lemon.
Wait a minute – cedar smoke?
Yep, the drink comes in a glass
smoke box; you open a hinged
door and the cedar smoke wafts
across your table. If you were
me, you would then take the
glass out, sniff it too soon, get
a lot of cedar smoke up your
nose, and nearly choke before
you have even sipped the drink.
But after I recovered from that
faux pas, it was an absolutely
delicious beverage (albeit with
a price tag of $23), and a great
symbol of everything special
about the Chateau Laurier.
As she bid goodbye, Deneen
expressed her faith in the hospitality industry: “People want to
travel – you see it now.” I think
she is right. And I suggest that
in a year when we still may be
re-thinking major international trips, this is a perfect time to
spend that travelling cash on a
high-end Canadian adventure,
based at a spectacular hotel like
the Chateau Laurier.
Paul Knowles is an author
and travel writer. To contact
Paul about travel, his books, or
speaking engagements, email
pknowles@golden.net.

The Fairmont Chateau Frontenac in Old Québec.

(PAUL KNOWLES PHOTO)
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Riddles

Pet of the
Month

What's black, white, black, white, black
and white?
A penguin rolling down a hill.

What did the boy octopus say to the girl
octopus?
"I want to hold your hand, hand, hand, hand,
hand, hand, hand, hand."
What rolls and jumps but never walks?
A soccer ball
What do you call a person with a tree for a
briefcase?
A branch manager.
Why can't you borrow money from a
leprechaun?
Because they are always a little short
What kind of chickens lay golden eggs?
Golden Chicks
Why did the boy take a packet of oats with
him to bed?
To feed his nightmare
How do you get a baby astronaut to sleep?
Rock-it.
What happens when you throw a purple
rock into a yellow stream?
It makes a splash.

Sudoku
6
4
1

5

7
3

4

1
9
8

6

4

6
2

2
3

WALTER

Hello everyone! I'm Walter! I'm a
super sweet boy and I need more
attention than what I am getting here
in the shelter! I loooove people and I
just want to spend my days with the
purrfect family!
Please fill out an application to meet
me: https://kwsphumane.ca/adopts/
cats

Word Search
NFL PLAYOFFS 2022

Titans
Chiefs
Bills
Bengals
Raiders

Sudoku

6

29

Patriots

7

Steelers
Packers
Buccaneers

1

8
9

1

Solutions on page 31

2
3

1

2

Rams
Cardinals

5
8

Cowboys

1

Forty Niners
Eagles
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WANTED

METER HOOD RENTAL PROGRAM – UPDATE

Following the announcement from the provincial government to return to a modified version of Step Two of the Roadmap
to Reopen, the City’s meter hood rental program provisions during Covid-19 will be resuming, as approved by City Council
on June 14, 2021. Under Step Two of the program, the following provisions are in place for meter hood rentals by downtown
restaurants and retail stores and will be effective Wednesday, January 5, 2022: Step 2:
• Each downtown core restaurant selling food for curb-side pickup/takeout may request up to two (2) free meter hood rentals.
• Each downtown core retail establishment may request up to one (1) free meter hood rental. To request a meter hood under the
provisions noted above, please contact the Clerk’s Office by phone at 519- 271-0250 extension 5237 or email clerks@stratford.ca.
For more information, including meter hood rental program provisions under other Steps of the Province’s Roadmap to Reopen, please visit www.stratford.ca/parking.

2022 PET TAGS

All dogs and cats in Stratford are required to wear a registration tag at all times. Dog and cat tag registrations expire each year
on December 31 and are renewed annually to ensure your pet’s information is up to date.
Information on when 2022 pet tags can be acquired will be posted to the City’s website at the following link: https://www.
stratford.ca/en/live-here/petownership.aspx.
Questions about pet licensing and how to obtain a licence application can be directed to the Clerk’s Office at 519- 271-0250
extension 5237. Thank you for being a responsible pet owner and obtaining a 2022 pet tag once available.

2022 BUSINESS LICENCES

WANTING TO BUY – Buy, sell or trade. All sports
cards, hockey, baseball etc. Wayne Gretzky rookie card
Highest prices paid. Free appraisals. Call or text Stan
anytime 519-868-3814

WANTED

Cash for your RECORDS and LP’s – Jazz, Rock, Alternative, Folk, Soundtracks are of particular interest
Diamond Dogs Vinyl
114 Ontario St., Stratford
226-972-5750

WANTED

SEEKING NEWSPAPER BOXES AND STANDS –
Looking to buy old newspaper boxes or display stands.
Please contact stratfordtimes@gmail.com or text or call
519-655-2341. Send picture of item(s) if possible.

RUN YOUR
TIMES
STRATFORD
CLASSIFIED
AD HERE!

Stratford business licences expire annually on December 31st and applications are now being accepted for 2022. The City of
Stratford licenses certain businesses providing goods or services in the City.

Licences are issued in order to regulate businesses, ensure compliance with land use and building regulations and for consumer
protection. Being granted a City of Stratford business licence does not relieve the applicant from complying with all Municipal
By-laws and/or with Provincial or Federal legislation.

The Clerk’s Office of the Corporate Services Department issues licences for the following types of businesses: adult entertainment, auctioneers, body piercing, body rub, circus, old gold, precious metals and old jewellery sales, outdoor cafes on municipal property, refreshment vehicles, mobile food vendors, bicycle ice cream vehicles, hawkers and pedlars, flea markets, craft/
antique/trade shows, transient traders, door to door sales, tattoo parlours and pawn shops.
For more information, contact the Clerk’s Office at 519-271-0250 extension 5237. Applications and fees may be submitted in
the drop-box located at the back of City Hall or by mail to the Clerk’s Office. Check the City’s website at www.stratford.ca for
more information and for application forms.

PARKING REMINDERS

1. Payment is required Monday to Saturday* from 9:00am to 6:00pm (November 1 – March 31)
2. Sundays and Holidays payment is not required.
3. Those with accessible permits visibly displayed are not required to pay the meter but must be parked in a legally marked
parking spot and abide by posted time limits.
4. Parking is prohibited across from a driveway when the road is less than 28 feet in width
5. Parking rates:
• $1.25 per hour off street
• $1.50 per hour on street
6. Pay by Plate machines are located in most lots and accept coin, debit and credit cards. If issues arise when attempting to
make payment for parking the best course of action is to try a different meter/machine or to call the Clerk’s Office at 519-2710250 extension 5230 in order to avoid being ticketed.
* Every motorist on Saturdays from December 1, 2021 until April 30, 2022 will receive four (4) hours of free parking in the
downtown core. This means that those individuals parking in the downtown core on Saturdays during this time will receive
4 hours of free parking and will not be required to pay the meters or machines. After the 4 hours of free parking, motorists
are required to pay the respective meter or machine. Compliance is required with all other provisions of the City’s Traffic and
Parking By-law including maximum parking time limits.

NOTICE - CLEARING SIDEWALKS OF SNOW AND ICE IN THE CORE AREA
AND CLEARING OVERHANGING SNOW AND ICE FROM ROOFS IN THE
CITY OF STRATFORD

The purpose of this notice is to advise you that under the conditions of By-law 225-2005, the owner, occupant or person in
charge of any property in the core area as designated in the By-law is required to clear the sidewalks adjacent to their property
of all snow and ice throughout the winter. The sidewalks shall be cleared of snow and ice prior to 10:00 a.m. everyday, except
Sundays and Holidays as defined in the Retail Business Holidays Act.
Sidewalk conditions must then be monitored between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., and to continue to keep the sidewalks cleared
at all times.
The By-law also requires that icy conditions be treated with sand and/or salt or other suitable substance. Also the owner, occupant or person in charge of an occupied or unoccupied building is required to clear away and remove snow and ice from the
roof of a building where such snow and ice may fall on a sidewalk or street.
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ACCOUNTING

AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTH SERVICES

519-271-6824
www.stricklands.com

Set
DR.Numbers:
PHIL SAMMUT 29

ACCOUNTING

258 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-5511
dr.philsammut@gmail.com

519-273-4145

305 ROMEO STREET S. UNIT 1 STRATFORD ON

WWW.MCCUTCHENPEARCE.CA

ADVERTISING

MOORE
Creative

MARKETING | COMMUNICATIONS | BRANDING
WEBSITES, SOCIAL MEDIA, GRAPHIC DESIGN & MUCH MORE!

WWW.MOORECREATIVECONSULTING.COM

CAREGIVERS
Caregiver Coaching
Caregiver Consulting
Patient Advocacy
Health Navigation

4

INVESTMENTS

CONSTRUCTION

HUMANE SOCIETY

9

STONETOWN CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION

125 Griffith Rd, Stratford
519-273-6600
kwsphumane.ca

CONSTRUCTION

INVESTMENTS

2001 Ontario Street
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3116

4

www.stratfordlawyers.com

5
ORTHOTICS

“Serving Stratford & area since 1977”

www.fraserpaving.ca

Driveways • Parking Lots • Excavating
Truck Rentals • Asphalt Patching

216 Huron St., Stratford
TF: 1-866-282-6232
P: 519-275-3333
(226) 779-3206
www.electricandcompany.ca

AUTOMOTIVE

EYE CARE
We hope we SEE you soon for
all your eye care needs!

640 Lorne Ave E
Stratford, ON
N5A 6S5
519-271-9227

ADVERTISE
HERE FOR AS
LOW AS $9 PER
ISSUE!
Contact:
stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341

Eye Exams
Glasses
Contacts
Eye Drops
And More!

www.stratfordfamilyeyecare.ca
519-271-2020

FENCING / DECKS
ALL

SHORES
519-273-2003

Fencing
& Decks

519-273-2003

info@allshoresfd.ca

9

1

2

150 Queen St. E., St. Marys
519-284-2332

INTUITION
PHOTOGRAPHY

By Leanne

WEDDINGS, NEWBORN, MATERNITY, HEADSHOTS & MUCH MORE!

WWW.INTUITIONPHOTOGRAPHYBYLEANNE.CA

CINDY DAY
YOUR TOMORROW STARTS TODAY
519-274-0431
CINDYDAY@ROYALLEPAGE.CA

RESTAURANT

www.vanceafinancial.com

MORTGAGES

www.stonetowntravel.com
agent@stonetowntravel.com
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Richard III
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Sauce
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9. Dean Robinson
10. CJCS radio personality
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FIND US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA!

Michelle Webber
MORTGAGE AGENT

www.MichelleWebber.ca
Cell: 519-301-5155

3

210 Mill St., New Hamburg
226-333-9939

457 Huron St., Stratford,
located within Physiotherapy Alliance

JEN@JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM
WWW.JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM

stratfordnissan.com

3

Providing Custom Foot Orthotics

ELECTRICIAN

2001 Ontario St.,
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3119

TRAVEL

WWW.PEAKSELECT.CA

REAL ESTATE

519-271-5690

8

Education | Assessment | Modification | Appt: 519.272.1023

INVESTMENTS

Call Scott or Denise
for a free quote for 2022

1

2

6

REAL ESTATE
196 Ontario Street, Stratford
519-273-1633
www.franklinehinz.com

2

REAL ESTATE

8

PHOTOGRAPHY
www.stonetownconcreteconstruction.ca

AUTOMOTIVE

1

519-271-6270
tyler.graham@rbc.com

6 Wellington St.
519-271-6770

AUTOMOTIVE

stratfordsubaru.com

3

APPLIANCES • PARTS
237 Huron Road,
Sebringville
519-393-6181
info@phelansplace.com

4

Tyler Graham, CIM

Portfolio Manager & Investment Advisor

LEGAL SERVICES

www.phelansplace.com

www.coachingforcaregiverscanada.com

7
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Email to inquire

HOME APPLIANCES
519-272-1077
www.stratfordtoyota.com

6

stratfordtimes@gmail.com

CHIROPRACTOR

125 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-7581 | Fax 519-271-2737
office@fammeandco.on.ca

1

January 2022

FRIDAY SPECIAL
In-house made all you can eat fish n' chips

$16.50
519-393-8726

@StratfordTimesNewspaper

188 Huron Rd, Sebringville

ADVERTISE HERE FOR AS
LOW AS $9 PER ISSUE!

@stratford_times

Contact:
stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341
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What’s Up At AJ’s
As you know Carolyn, Carrie, Micheline, Katie and
I have worked together for many years. Becoming
a family in many ways. We have exciting news to
share.
As of February 1st, Katie will be taking over the
ownership of the salon. She will be managing the
day to day business and the rest of us will continue
looking after our clients.
I am excited about this new phase and have complete
faith in Katie and know she will carry our little shop
into the future. I am excited about continuing to work
with the other girls and doing hair.

Stratford Times

BOOST
UP.
Book your booster today.
Protect yourself
against COVID-19.
It’s up to all of us.

See you at you next appointment!
A sincere thank you for all of your support and
friendship for the last 35 years and look forward to
many years to come.
Peace ... April

AJ’S HAIR & AESTHETIC STUDIO
Festival Square Downtown - Stratford
www.ajshairaestheticstudio.com

519-273-3121

Visit ontario.ca/covid19
Paid for by the Government of Ontario

